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    Reporting is hard. It takes perseverance

and diligence and usually some luck.

Then, once the legwork is done, it's time

to write. Spewing out what you know

and realizing what you don't; rearranging

and cutting seemingly without end. 

    After wrestling with your research and

writing for far too long, it's time to go to

print (or try to get it published). Your

editor may chop up your work further,

and you'll likely disagree on what gets

chopped. But that's the nature of the

beast - for better or worse, end products

are rarely exactly what you envisioned. 

    I wanted to take a leap and produce

my own magazine. No other designers or

reporters, just me and a laptop and a

desire to produce work that exactly

matches a vision, from the story

selections down to the font color.      

    Producing a magazine alone means no

one to lean on and nobody to check your

work. But it also means absolute creative

freedom, and a chance to test my own

initiative. I hope you like what I came up

with.
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THE ONLY
CLOTHES
YOU'LL
EVER NEED

By  Ph i l  Rosen  

WHEN COVID-19 FORCED
businesses to shut their doors in
March 2020, 30-year-old CEO Jay
Barton began crisis-planning for
his upstart men’s sportswear
company, ASRV.
   That week, sales flatlined.
   Within a few months, industry
mainstays JCPenney, Neiman
Marcus and J. Crew filed for
bankruptcy, as did the denim
companies True Religion and
Lucky Brand. Without weddings or
date nights, suit-and-tie attire
dipped dramatically, too.
   Barton mapped out a plan to get
through what he anticipated to be
a punishing season for his
athleisure brand. It was time to
slash costs, budget down salaries
and hope to stay afloat.
   While the pandemic proved
apocalyptic for general clothing
businesses, athleisure surged to
unprecedented heights. Clocking
in to work on a laptop 

meant previously buttoned-up
workers swapped out their blazers
for the cozy and sporty. In were
leggings, shorts and sweat-wicking
tees; out was everything else.
   Barton — a smart and
enterprising founder who had been
named to Forbes 30 Under 30 list
in 2020 — wildly miscalculated his
own company’s fate.
   The initial dip in sales at ASRV
was a fluke. Sales doubled the
following week. More people than
ever were opting for stretchier,
more comfortable clothing.
   Athleisure brands design apparel
meant for movement — yoga,
running, lifting — but they quickly
became go-tos for pandemic
inactivity.
   What further drove ASRV to a
banner year was their expedited
release of masks — made of the
same stretchy, technical fabric as
their apparel. They went from the
drawing board to production to

How one company capitalized

on the pandemic athleisure

boom 

FEATURE STORY
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https://www.cbinsights.com/research/retail-apocalypse-timeline-infographic/
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"I've never
seen anything
sell that fast
in my life" -
Jay Barton,
ASRV CEO

sales within a few weeks. 
   “It was bonkers when we released the
masks, I’ve never seen anything sell
that fast in my life,” Barton said,
wearing a loose-fitting ASRV shirt,
athletic-looking ASRV pants and an
ASRV cap in his office on a recent
Friday. Barton interviewed in his usual
work outfit — the same stuff he
exercises and relaxes in.
   When ASRV’s masks went online in
April 2020, the company sold more
than 3,000 units in 15 minutes.
Customers usually tacked on a pair of
shorts or joggers with their mask
orders, too, resulting in a 170% jump in
sales that first month, according to
ASRV chief of staff David Chang.
For all his ambition and foresight,
Barton, who was selling shirts before
he was in middle school, never could
have anticipated that a pandemic would
bring the most profitable season his
company had ever seen.

THE  GLOBAL ATHLEISURE
market size is expected to
surpass $500 billion by 2025. But
even before the pandemic it grew
at a precipitous rate because of
the growing crossover between
sports and fashion, as well as the
demand for versatile clothing.
   Despite a nearly 40% drop in
overall apparel sales during the
peak of the pandemic, athleisure
trended up. Gap Inc.'s net sales,
for example, dipped by 19% while
Athleta — Gap’s own athleisure
brand — rose by 29%.
    Barton founded ASRV in 2014.
That was after he started two
other companies and attended
(and then dropped out of)
engineering and design school.
Compared with sportswear
brands like Lululemon, Athleta,
Outdoor Voices and others, ASRV
is small and young.

   They have a devoted, cult-like
following on social media (their
Instagram has over 1.2 million
followers), and stars such as New
Orleans Pelicans guard Lonzo Ball,
New York Yankees pitcher Aroldis
Chapman and singer Alicia Keys have
sported their gear.

A S R V  C E O ,  J A Y  B A R T O N  ( P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  A S R V )
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https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/athleisure-market-size-to-expand-at-8-1-cagr-by-2025--owing-to-rising-adaption-of-fashionable--stylish-athleisure-wearing-in-offices--work-places--million-insights-301263806.html
https://www.census.gov/retail/marts/www/marts_current.pdf
https://www.retaildive.com/news/old-navy-athleta-push-gap-into-the-black/596184/
https://www.instagram.com/asrv/?hl=en


ASRV sales
went up 170%
in April 2020

   The brand relies heavily on word-of-
mouth. They do not have a brick-and-
mortar store and rarely do any self-
promotion outside of social media.
Fitness enthusiasts post photos in
ASRV gear and tag the company’s
mantra, #RelentlessPursuit, in the
caption.
   Barton spoke comfortably about
broader apparel history — “casualwear
is just getting outdated” — and
nanotechnology — “We aren’t far from
clothing that is temperature-regulated,
that changes colors in the sun.” While
Barton is excited about his company’s
success during the last year, he had
foreseen the athleisure boom long
before the pandemic, and noted that it
extends well beyond his own brand.
   “The pandemic sped up the five-, 10-
year process of companies realizing,
okay, we don’t need you in the office
anymore,” Barton said. “All of a sudden,
you’re not going to want to wear a
button-up anymore … people want to
be comfortable.”

   “The furthest I have to go is on Zoom,
and I don’t even need to turn my
webcam on,” Srisengfa said. “I can get
things done wearing whatever I want,
and usually that means I’m wearing my
Lulu’s [Lululemon shorts].”
   Combined with social trends such as a
rise in independent entrepreneurship
and healthy living, Barton believes
athleisure was already on pace to
become the dominant apparel within the
next decade. When given the option,
innumerable others like Srisengfa opt for
versatile activewear they can
comfortably work and relax in.
   “Athleisure has all the characteristics
that you want to be comfortable on the
couch, even though it's designed for 
working out,” said ASRV brand director,

   

   The person who wears ASRV can go
to work, complete a workout and grab a
coffee all in the same outfit because,
according to Barton, everything we wear
should be activewear.

STARTUP CULTURES AND TECH
companies rarely require a traditional
work uniform, and many organizations
have allowed employees to work remote
for years. Tod Srisengfa has been
working remotely since before the
pandemic at a tech startup company
called Wing.

Derek Reynolds. “Plus it’s something
you still feel cool wearing on a Zoom
meeting.”   
   Burgeoning trends such as body
positivity, progressive workplace
cultures and the desire to share things
on social media helped push athleisure
more mainstream, explained Helene
Reiner, a professor of fashion history
and design at the University of Southern
California.
   “At one time you couldn’t wear jeans to
work except on ‘jean Fridays,’” Reiner
said. “Then it became fine Monday
through Friday. Sportswear is
comfortable and it’s for leisure, so this
[trend] will continue making its way into
the workforce after the pandemic.”
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   Office-goers have enjoyed softer,
more versatile wardrobe options in the
last year. Asking them to abruptly
switch back to non-athleisure items
might make people realize they don’t
want to revert to how they used to
dress.
   “Business casual, suits and ties,
those all go out the window in a
pandemic,” said ASRV technical
designer and developer Casey
Sheehan, who emphasizes versatility in
his designs and sketches. “When
you’re at home, you have the freedom
to wear whatever you want, so more
and more people have been picking up
athleisure.”
   In the past, upper-class citizens
would reveal their social rank by having
an outfit for every activity of the day: a 

morning coat, lunchtime coat,
shopping suit, bedtime gown and
so on. Reiner said we’ve moved
further away from that variety, but
still use clothes as status
symbols.
   A shirt from ASRV will cost you
about $70, and a pair of high-tech
pants go for over $150. Like
Lululemon, ASRV sets higher
price points because their
customers buy stuff in part for the
clout — social status, self-worth
and the change in how others
perceive them.
   While some buyers scoff at the
lofty prices, others find them more
alluring than discouraging.
   “Clothes have always been an
expression of who we are,” 

Reiner said. “They boost our confidence
and change the way we feel and how
other people see us, and this will
continue evolving after the pandemic,
too.”

THE LOGO FOR ACTIVEWEAR 
brand  Lululemon sort of looks like an
upside-down, stylized “U.” In a different
light, it also looks like a silhouette of a
woman’s wig, or maybe a nondescript
Zodiac sign.
    The emblem is actually a fancy,
modified “A,” the initial for an early
name that never caught on —
“athletically hip.” Regardless of how it
might be (mis)interpreted, the logo is in
no danger of going unrecognized:
Today Lululemon is worth about $50
billion and is largely credited with 

A P P A R E L  P H O T O S H O O T  A T  A S R V  H E A D Q U A R T E R S  ( P H O T O  B Y  A U T H O R )
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https://asrv.com/collections/2021-spring-collection/products/0427-supima-oversized-tee-cinder
https://asrv.com/collections/2021-spring-collection/products/0297-tetra-cargo-track-pant-v2-ivory-cream
https://fashionunited.uk/news/fashion/lululemon-succeeds-due-to-pricing-rather-than-trends/2019072244364
https://www.macrotrends.net/stocks/charts/LULU/lululemon-athletica-inc/net-worth


T H E  O N L Y  C L O T H E S  Y O U ' L L  E V E R  N E E D

making athleisure acceptable in any
social setting.
   Founded in 1998 by Chip Wilson,
Lululemon made athleisure cool. Even
20 years ago, their sweatpants were
stylish and their leggings signified
status. They sold not only clothing but a
lifestyle.
   If you wore Lululemon, the idea went,
you were fit, chic and had a few bucks.
   “Leggings weren’t sloppy anymore
after [Lululemon],” Barton said. “They
branded it as stuff for a health-
conscious person with a Range Rover
and a green juice. It’s [someone]
trendy, has some money, someone
who’s got it together.”
   Other companies followed suit.
Athleta blossomed alongside Wilson’s
company near the turn of the century.
Nike and Under Armour increasingly
fused their lifestyle and athletic apparel.
The yoga-inspired Alo launched in 2007
and Outdoor Voices arrived in 2012.
    Within a couple decades, athleisure
went from fringe to mainstream as it ate
away more of the non-activewear
apparel market. Since 2000, athleisure
brands have enjoyed success: regular
gains in year-over-year sales, company
value and revenue.
   With COVID-19, their successes
became astronomical.
    “We are seeing a shift in behavior in
terms of working from home, sweating
from home and the increased
importance of living an active and
healthy lifestyle,” said Lululemon CEO
Calvin McDonald during an earnings
call in 2020.
    Gyms had shut their doors yet more
people than ever wore athletic apparel
— given that 40% of Americans
reported gaining weight during the
pandemic, an elastic, more forgiving
waistband is welcomed.
    Lululemon’s earnings growth topped
400% during the pandemic. Los
Angeles-based Lululemon Educator
Janis Valdez said the company
continued to pay employees even when
retail stores closed from March to May
2020.
   

   

   “Our ‘On The Move’ line, like travel
and casual pants, haven’t sold much,”
Valdez said. “It’s been lots of leggings,
sweats. We definitely have had no
problem selling our athleisure.”
   Many of these companies put cutting-
edge fabric technology into their
products. It’s no exaggeration to claim
the technology in activewear today is
more similar to space suits than your
parents’ tracksuits.
   “Activewear is the new casual wear,
and putting tech into apparel is the new
frontier,” Barton said.
   Mainstream apparel brands such as
Abercrombie & Fitch and American
Eagle do not specialize in athleisure,
but they are pivoting. When you walk
into one of these retail stores today,
nearly half their shelves are adorned
with their take on athleisure — stretchy,
technical fabrics akin to Lululemon.

T H E  P H I L L Y  G L O B E  |  7

   Designers at ASRV are integrating
Kevlar technology into some of their
product line. It’s the world’s strongest
fiber. “You won’t feel the difference, but
it’s basically 20 times more durable than
anything you own,” Barton said.
   Google has already produced a
“smart jacket” called Jacquard, which is
a blend of interactive technology and
versatile apparel. The jacket allows you
to control your smartphone from the
shirtsleeve, among other features. This
type of intelligent, technologically
advanced apparel is where Reiner
predicts the apparel industry as a whole
is headed.
   “People need something adaptable,
and something that protects them and
also benefits them as a consumer,”
Reiner said. “This last year is going to
spur new technological developments
for the future of comfort [in apparel].”

A S R V  T E C H N I C A L  P A N T S  ( C O U R T E S Y  O F  C A S E Y  S H E E H A N )

https://info.lululemon.com/about/our-story/history#:~:text=Founded%20by%20Chip%20Wilson%20in,Avenue%20in%20Vancouver's%20Kitsilano%20neighbourhood.
https://athleta.gap.com/
https://www.aloyoga.com/?gclid=CjwKCAjwqvyFBhB7EiwAER786Sm7r3DYkd_n3wBGJ_yyL-Foif2qZa8NW4to0DwWTqpJJRaGCCLGdhoCW_IQAvD_BwE
https://www.outdoorvoices.com/
https://docoh.com/transcript/1397187/2020Q2/LULU
https://www.healthline.com/health-news/61-percent-of-americans-say-they-gained-weight-during-the-pandemic#:~:text=42%25%20of%20Americans%20Say%20They%20Gained%20Weight%20During%20the%20Pandemic&text=Sixty%2Done%20percent%20of%20U.S.,consumption%20are%20all%20contributing%20factors.
https://www.investors.com/news/lulu-stock-lululemon-earnings-q1-2021/
https://www.fool.com/investing/2020/09/18/can-american-eagle-succeed-in-athleisure/
https://atap.google.com/jacquard/technology/


masks). More features such as these
could add to the experience of
wearing athleisure and keep it popular
for years to come.
   “We’ve gotten so used to being
comfortable this year,” Reiner said.
“When we return to work, everyone
will have changed their level of
expectations for professional-wear.
The comfortable clothes will stay with
us.”
   As mask mandates across the U.S.
have lifted, makeup and cosmetic
sales have increased by nearly 25%
since May 2021. Restaurants are re-
introducing indoor dining and some
bars have returned to pre-pandemic
capacity.
   But even as people begin to
rediscover normalcy, Barton’s betting
that our pandemic wardrobe isn’t
going anywhere.

CHIP WILSON NEVER SET OUT
to create athleisure. He wrote in his
memoir that athleisure is for a Diet
Coke-drinking woman in a New Jersey
shopping mall wearing an unflattering
pink velour tracksuit — and that’s not
who he intended to wear Lululemon.
   Today, everyone wears athleisure:
young and old professionals, students,
the sedentary and active. Even as the
pandemic wanes, the trend isn’t going
away.
   “More individuals are accepting this
new wave of clothes, athleisure, as
their everyday outfit,” Sheehan said.
“The rest of the clothing industry needs
to catch up or they’ll get left behind.”
   Reiner predicts many apparel
companies will begin to design
products that have built in masks or
added protection — a zip-up hoodie
that also zips into a mask, or a shirt
made entirely of bacteria-repellent
fabric (ASRV has already implemented
ViralOff Polygiene technology into their 

A S R V  A T H L E I S U R E  C L O T H I N G  ( C O U R T E S Y  O F  A S R V )

“We’ve gotten so
used to being

comfortable this
year” - Professor
Helene Reiner
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/makeup-sales-skyrocket-as-mask-mandates-lift-202521341.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/makeup-sales-skyrocket-as-mask-mandates-lift-202521341.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/makeup-sales-skyrocket-as-mask-mandates-lift-202521341.html
https://www.amazon.com/Little-Black-Stretchy-Pants-Wilson/dp/1948122340/?ots=1&slotNum=0&imprToken=28bcf9c1-0760-2a21-117&tag=thneyo0f-20&linkCode=w50
https://polygiene.com/viraloff/


SPORTS
BOUNCING BACK FROM

A WORLD WITHOUT

The pandemic gave athletic trainers and physical
therapists a chance to show their own resilience.

FEATURE STORY

By Phil Rosen
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ATHLETES CAPTURE OUR ATTENTION  WHEN THEY

can persevere, adapt and bounce back from experiences

that might take others down.

   They almost never do this alone.

   Much of their resilience comes from athletic trainers

and physical therapists who guide them through difficult

workouts, painful recovery sessions and a shared

ambition for excellence. By pushing their clients, the best

sports medicine teams have developed a reputation for

preparing athletes for challenges.

   But how resilient are these enablers of excellence?

   After the pandemic froze sports, it became clear that

athletes’ livelihoods had been placed on hold. For the

backstage figures who make elite-level sports possible,

the repercussions are only now becoming clear. That is

especially true of the ecosystem of sports preparation

and medicine. COVID-19 forced athletic trainers and

physical therapists to adapt on the fly, leaving them to

show whether they too were resilient on a professional

level.

   “There were quite a few within the profession that got

laid off,” said Dr. Zachary Winkelmann, a clinical professor

and education coordinator at the University of South

Carolina. “No one knew what to do, or when it [sport] was

going to come back.”

   No sports meant no more sprained ankles, pulled

hamstrings or shoulder impingements. Fewer injuries

meant a downturn for the professionals responsible for

treating and preventing these ailments.

   The U.S. Bureua of Labor Statistics reported that

employment declined for all health care practitioners by

1.4 million in April 2020. 

   In a study he published in the Journal of Athletic

Training, Dr. Winkelmann found that roughly one in every

five athletic trainers were unable to work during the

pandemic — a great deal of highly-trained, highly-

educated individuals found themselves unable to do

their jobs.

   “Many athletic trainers kept their job titles but their jobs

looked completely different,” said Winkelmann.

   Clients stayed away from physical therapy, too. The dip

in patients meant less business for sports facilities. For

many staffers, fewer clients meant less work, reduced pay

and sometimes temporary furloughs. 

   “When the pandemic first started, we probably lost 50%

of our patients,” said Dr. Justin Brouhard, senior physical

therapist and center coordinator of clinical education at

Sports Academy in Thousand Oaks, Calif. Brouhand

works with patients with orthopedic diagnoses.

   

https://sc.edu/study/colleges_schools/public_health/faculty-staff/winkelmann_zachary.php
https://clinmedjournals.org/articles/ijsem/international-journal-of-sports-and-exercise-medicine-ijsem-6-174.php?jid=ijsem
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33176352/
https://sportsacademy.us/bios/justin-brouhard/
https://sportsacademy.us/


   Those who remained on duty implemented new

COVID-19 protocols — wiping down work stations,

filtering the air and even hiring cleaning crews to come

in up to three times a day to sanitize. These measures

failed to bring clients or patients back.

   Partly, that is because a lot of injuries were not

happening. Even weekend warriors who play in pickup

games or adult softball leagues found themselves

barred from courts and fields. Skipping physical activity

means a lower sports-related injury potential — which

means a lower chance of needing a physical therapist.

   On top of this, non-essential surgeries were either

postponed or skipped, and nervous patients delayed or

cancelled general checkups.

    “Hospitals at the height of the pandemic got

completely away from all elective surgeries,” said Dr. Ky

Kugler, Chapman University professor and president of

the California Athletic Trainers' Association. “That

included orthopedic, musculoskeletal-type surgeries.

Clientele for rehabilitation from a knee operation or a

hip replacement didn't exist.”

   For physical therapists like Brouhard who usually

treat patients recovering from elective surgeries, this

accounted for a lot of empty physical therapy rooms.

   

   At Sports Academy, while the sports medicine

professionals retained their medical team, the athletic

performance department had to make some difficult

decisions as state regulations shut down sports

facilities. “The state was not clearing performance

training at the time,” said Brouhard. “There was just no

work.”

   All this undercut the bottom lines of health

businesses, hospitals and, in many cases, the income of

practitioners. 

    Less discussed have been the sports medicine

fellows and students that graduated into a world

without sports. The suspension of elective surgeries and

in-person treatment decreased clinical practice for

students, a demographic that was already facing a

historically bleak job market.

   According to a study in the Orthopaedic Journal of

Sports Medicine, the pandemic compelled many

students to remain in school for extra semesters; many

others had job offers rescinded. Evidence suggests that

young professionals entering a recession job market

face repercussions that extend far into the future —

higher unemployment rates, lower average earnings

and greater likelihood of needing government help.

T H E  P H I L L Y  G L O B E  |  1 1B O U N C I N G  B A C K  F R O M  A  W O R L D  W I T H O U T  S P O R T

A T H L E T E S  A R E  G E T T I N G  I N J U R E D  A T  H I G H  R A T E S  P O S T - P A N D E M I C  ( S O U R C E :  U N S P L A S H )

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/clean-disinfect/index.html
https://www.chapman.edu/our-faculty/ky-kugler
https://ca-at.org/
http://www.econ.ucla.edu/tvwachter/papers/Unlucky_Cohorts_JOLE_Schwandt_vonWachter.pdf
http://www.econ.ucla.edu/tvwachter/papers/Unlucky_Cohorts_JOLE_Schwandt_vonWachter.pdf
http://www.econ.ucla.edu/tvwachter/papers/Unlucky_Cohorts_JOLE_Schwandt_vonWachter.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/17/business/economy/fed-powell-economic-recovery.html


ATHLETIC TRAINERS ARE OFTEN INCORRECTLY    

dismissed as individuals with an education that does

not extend beyond the goal lines. They can be

shrugged off as mere coaching assistants, the ones

responsible only for taping bum ankles and furnishing

ice packs.

   “Athletic trainers are so well-educated and trained in

communicable diseases, infectious diseases,” said

Kugler. “We were very, very well suited to transition to

other avenues of health care.”

   Athletic trainers often have graduate degrees,

thousands of hours of clinical experience and must

pass a comprehensive certification exam. Their

curriculum includes rigorous courses such as anatomy,

physics and chemistry.

    As president of California Athletic Trainers

Association, Dr. Kugler has studied industry trends

closely this past year. He watched athletic trainers

adapt at every level — high school, college, professional

and even those who worked for the military or

hospitals. Kugler described an athletic trainer at Cal

State Fullerton who devised creative workouts for the

water polo team — which she delivered virtually. 

    Some athletic trainers went into emergency rooms,

providing triage for physicians and nurses. Members of

the San Diego Athletic Trainer Society addressed the 

AN EARLY CONCERN FOR MANY PROFESSIONALS 

in the sports world was the disappearance of their

profession. The ability and willingness to shift their

focus to community and public health services put that

worry to rest.

   “The challenge has been to be flexible. To be able to

pivot in almost any direction at any time,” said Kugler,

who oversaw a slew of changes to the athletic training

program at Chapman University.

   Part of this flexibility has been the introduction of

telehealth on a broad scale. Early in the pandemic, the

American Physical Therapy Association and the

American Medical Association began to include

telehealth under insurance policies.  Many patients felt

more comfortable with remote appointments as

opposed to in-person sessions, and more than 40% of 

 the American Medical Association of athletic trainers

engaged in telemedicine. 

    Physical therapists saw a similar digital uptick. Sports

Academy saw a steep rise in telehealth appointments

during the first 90 days of the pandemic, explained

Brouhard. 

    Remote sessions helped, but did not fix every

problem. Communicating digitally can be more

difficult for both client and practitioner, and injuries

cannot be touched or manipulated in the same way.

    Though he felt some of the efficacy decreased —

movement analyses and muscle palpations can be

difficult over Zoom — Brouhard acknowledged it was a

suitable alternative for patients worried about the virus.

   “Many of our students,” said Winkelmann, “have

returned for advanced degrees. For them it’s a huge

risk. Like, ‘What if I invest my time in a program that I

may not even get to practice skills with patients [in-

person]?’”

   These students face a potentially taxing outlook.

Young adults often face the steepest unemployment

rates during economic turmoil. Those with the least

experience are often cut first or hired last.

   Yet, amid the changing vista, those in the sports

medicine field pivoted from their specialties and

expanded their breadth of treatment. The reason can

be traced to their underlying ambition: take a solution-

oriented mentality and move forward.

   Those without the ability to hold telehealth

appointments experienced a different pandemic

altogether. Many sports medicine professionals went to

where the greatest need was: the front lines of the

COVID-19 response.
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“Many athletic trainers
kept their job titles but

their jobs looked
completely different,” -

Dr. Winkelmann.

https://pt-cpr.com/2019/11/what-does-an-athletic-trainer-actually-do/
https://www.nata.org/about/athletic-training/obtain-certification
https://www.apta.org/
https://www.ama-assn.org/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33176352/
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need for platelet donations during the pandemic by

assisting at blood drives.

   At the university level in South Carolina, Dr.

Winkelmann pushed his students to apply their clinical

skills to the pandemic. This provided meaningful,

productive work while sports were on pause. Many of

his students and staff, which the state deemed

essential workers, were trained to administer vaccines,

conduct COVID screenings and organize contact

tracing.

   “Athletic trainers were taking on new responsibilities

because a lot of times they were the only ones around

trained to do certain clinical tasks,” said Winkelmann.

“We’ve been able to integrate into vaccination sites as

part of the solution for the community’s COVID

response.”

   In his research, Winkelmann found that athletic

trainers largely maintained resilience through the

pandemic — defined as the “process of adapting in the

face of adversity or significant sources of stress.” The

results suggest that, in the face of a rapidly evolving

professional landscape, athletic trainers remained

steadfast. "The athletic trainer became almost like a

gatekeeper of preventative medicine for places that

didn’t have a public health professional,” said

Winkelmann.

THERE IS A NEW, MORE PRESSING WORRY NOW

that a year has gone by and sports have gradually

returned: After months of deconditioning and relative

inactivity, athletes are more vulnerable to injuries.

   Even for those who specialize in treating athletes, the

abrupt return of athletics presents a challenge that

today’s professionals have never encountered. The

resurgence of sport threatens to further strain the

healthcare professionals who have been warring

against the coronavirus all year.

   “From a deconditioning standpoint, I would say it’s

created a significant increase in injury,” said Brouhard.

Long sedentary stretches can decrease musculature

and increase body fat percentage — all which

exacerbate injury risk.

    Playing sports after months off means more injuries.

Brouhard estimates that Sports Academy has had more

than a 20% increase in patients coming in with injuries

in April compared to the previous month.

    Those who postponed surgeries or received vaccines

have since flocked to schedule treatments they had

put off. Post-operative rehabilitation duties usually fall

upon the shoulders of physical therapists, who now

must handle this alongside the post-pandemic injury-

boom.

    “I had no new [patients with] ACL reconstructions for
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probably four to six months,” said Brouhard. “Within

two weeks after they opened doors to allow athletes, I

had three.”

   When asked how athletic trainers can slow this rash

of injuries, Winkelmann offered simple advice. “Making

sure people know that you can’t go full force again

after taking that time off,” he explained. “Reintegrate

slowly, and let the athletic trainer be involved in the

process.”

   Like the athletes they work with, athletic trainers and

physical therapists will face a new slate of challenges in

the coming months. It was no small task for them to

aid COVID-19 vaccination sites and public health

outfits. The very resilience often exemplified by athletes

has been put on full display by those who help stars

shine.

   "People understand our scope of practice now, the

totality of care,” said Winkelmann when asked about

the versatility of his professional peers.  

   “[We] know about policy development, policy

implementation. We are the people that create the

emergency action plans."

   In a year when the athletes they served were on a

pandemic-induced hiatus, the advocates of resiliency

had to learn what they themselves were made of. Now,

they can continue to build upon this and keep moving

forward. 
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   “The pandemic’s really highlighted that we know public

health and primary care,” said Winkelmann. “Even when sports

went away, we were good stewards within communities and I

think now we have that platform for people to trust us with

what we can do."

S C A N  F O R  V I D E O  S T O R Y
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An isolated audience of millions met
next-gen sex content creators. Welcome
to the adult entertainment renaissance.
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IN THE 14TH CENTURY, THE 
Black Death tore across the globe,

killing an estimated 25 million people

and dismantling the underpinnings of

civilization. When the plague finally

subsided, a changed world emerged,

quickly transforming society and

culture. 

   The Renaissance would bring a new

epoch of art, ingenuity and human

production. Hardship beget creation.

Artists and laypeople expressed

themselves in dazzling new ways.

Prolific creators thrived. History’s most

renowned creators — Donatello, Bosch,

da Vinci — made a name for

themselves after a pandemic.

   At some point, our present world will

be through the worst of COVID-19. It

might be too much to expect another 

renaissance, as we don’t much care for

fresco paintings these days. But the

pandemic, nonetheless, has brought

change to much of the modern media

people care about — that is, media

that pertains to sex.

   COVID-19 has caused an oddly

perfect storm for next-generation sex

content creators. Porn stars and

amateur artists alike have enjoyed

their own pandemic renaissance.

There are more in-house creators, at-

home consumers and unfilled down-

time than ever before.

   "The pandemic’s actually been really

good," says adult film actress Rachel

Swimmer, "for the porn industry."

Performing under the name Tasha

Reign, Swimmer knows what she’s

talking about. Her Instagram and 

Twitter accounts have over 1.3 million

followers. "The pandemic normalized

porn in a way nobody saw coming,

because there’s more people openly

watching it and creating it."

   Media consumption across the board

skyrocketed when state-mandated

lockdowns first began, with total

internet visits jumping from 43 billion

in February 2020 to over 64 billion in

April. The increase was similar in adult

content. PornHub received an average

of 120 million visits per day in 2019.

That jumped 25% in March 2020.

   Pornography has been popularized

in part because, for many, sex and

casual hookups have been put on hold

by the pandemic. Pornhub capitalized

on this: they offered free premium

memberships soon after tens of 
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millions of people began to self isolate.

   This move came shortly after an influential

New York Times column by Nicholas Kristof

accused PornHub of being "infested" with

illegal child rape videos and revenge porn in

late 2020. PornHub insisted it had attempted

to purge all content that raised troubling

consent questions from its server, yet

MasterCard, Visa and Discover eventually

stepped in and blocked the use of their credit

cards on the site. 

   Several legal sex content creators called this a

detrimental financial hit to their livelihood. In

an attempt to prevent further illicit content

from appearing on the site, PornHub has since

restricted all uploads to verified users only. Seen

from a producer’s point of view, fewer people

could efficiently upload videos accessible by

large audiences.

   The New York Times exposé and the move by

major credit card companies made the digital

porn space primed for a more grassroots-style

insurgency. With the pandemic as an added

kicker, the industry would tilt further in favor of

smaller-scale performances that could reach

consumers without the threat of legal reproach.

A key part of the solution: leaning further into

live performances.

   Enter OnlyFans. Low-budget and easily

accessible, OnlyFans offered an alternative,

artist-controlled digital space for sex content

creators. The site has undergone tremendous

growth with nearly 8,000 new creator accounts

joining the platform per day. OnlyFans has gone

from 7 million users to over 85 million during

the pandemic. 

   Low overhead costs for at-home videos and

sex content became especially alluring for

creators who have struggled economically

during the pandemic.

   Consumers have become more engaged with

interactive platforms such as OnlyFans, which

has features that allow interaction between the

artist and the audience. Creators, too, see

OnlyFans as a unique opportunity.

   "I make about $2,000 per month," said Rob,

25, who created an OnlyFans account in July.

   Rob, who requested to be cited by first name

only, works full-time at a hospital. Like

Swimmer, he uses his Instagram — which has

over 13,000 followers — to drive traffic to his

OnlyFans profile. Although he does not invest

too much time into uploading content, he is

able to make steady money month after month

from an audience that skews female.

"The pandemic's
actually been really
good for the porn

industry " — Rachel
Swimmer, adult

actress
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   "I started it once I broke up with my ex [girlfriend], but I

didn’t do it for the money," said Rob. "I’m single, and I’m a

fan of sex. People are just paying me to see what I do."

   In part, the democratized business model of OnlyFans

gave momentum to the pornography rebirth. While most

creators do not make nearly a full-time income, anyone, in

theory, can put their hat in the ring.

   And in an economically punishing pandemic, those who

can try, will try.

   OnlyFans has little overhead because you can just take

videos at home," said Swimmer, who posts content

regularly on the platform. "Filming for a site like PornHub

can be like shooting a television show with a huge budget

and a full day of work. There’s a whole crew of people. The

consumer on OnlyFans looks more to support creators

instead of a large company."

   Swimmer noted that OnlyFans has provided most of her

income during the pandemic. Because of her large online

following from pre-pandemic days, she is able to drive

traffic and customers to her OnlyFans profile from various

platforms such as Twitter, Instagram and her personal

website. Users who cannot draw large audiences,

comparatively, face less lucrative returns because creators

are paid per subscriber.

   The average monthly earnings on OnlyFans sits at about

$180 per month, which, for many, may not be enough to

cover the already-low production costs, bedroom toys or

satin sheets. 

   Still, its soaring popularity has cloaked much of the

inequities on the platform — the top 10% of accounts make

73% of the money. Though OnlyFans takes a 20% cut of

user transactions, a rate that Swimmer praised, the

platform nonetheless empowers individuals to monetize

and own their own content without having to answer to a

boss or corporation.

   "Now, there’s a lot more competition on OnlyFans

because there’s just a lot more people on there," said

Swimmer. "More people want entertainment. I feel like I

have to come up with new stuff more often."
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IMAGINE A TEENAGE BOY SITTING IN A DARK ROOM.
The young man’s face is illuminated by the screen before

him. He wears headphones, and beside him are paper

towels and lotion. He turns around to double-check the

door is locked. The keyboard rattles as he types his sex

fantasies into the search bar. His pulse elevates and his

breath quickens.

   The routine does not take long. The young man can go

through the whole practice in a matter of minutes, not for

intimacy but out of habit because it's the same thing he

does every single day. With extra time at home during the

pandemic, he runs through the drill several times between

morning and night.

   Now consider another young man. He stands in a well-lit

room with soft music playing. He films himself with a

smartphone and a selfie stick, and he is naked. The home

video takes no more than 15 minutes to put together, and

by the time he uploads it onto his OnlyFans profile, not

even half-an-hour has elapsed. The time and effort within

this single hour makes this young man several hundred

dollars over the course of the month. 

   With a few extra videos created over the next few days,

his monthly earnings jet into the thousands, as subscribers

watch his content over and over again.

OnlyFans grew by over

7000% during the

pandemic, and has

nearly 100 million users
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   The above scenes are not unique vignettes. They have

become staggeringly pervasive throughout the pandemic.

They represent two sides of the same coin: the consumer

and creator of pornography during the pandemic.

   As rewarding as the pandemic may have been for the

industry, some pornography consumers have struggled to

control their consumption habits during the same span. 

   Addicts and anti-porn groups constitute the troubling

flip-side to this viral porn boom. When consumers are

offered more content than ever during a stretch when they

have more time than ever, the floodgates open for

increased pornography addiction and abuse. A study

conducted by BBC Three for the documentary "Porn Laid

Bare" found that nearly a quarter of pornography

consumers believe they are addicts.

   During the pandemic, anti-porn subcultures have

redoubled their efforts. Many of those sounding the

loudest alarms about pornography hail from the same

demographic as porn’s biggest customers — nearly 80% of

PornHub’s audience is male, and nearly 60% of them are

between the ages 18 and 36.

socializing, porn becomes a much more attractive and

accessible pastime. 

    "I’ve had a really rough time during the pandemic," said

William. "Way too much time on my hands. With nothing

to do, my demons have got the best of me."

35% of all internet

downloads are

pornography related

   The Reddit page NoFap is a popular online forum (it

boasts nearly one million members) that discusses porn

addiction and methods to overcome it — and Reddit users

skew heavily to young, male and heterosexual. Light-

hearted memes like the one below can be seen next to

substantive discussions, personal anecdotes and links to

academic articles. "Fap" is slang for masturbate, and some

say it is an onomatopoeia for male masturbation.

   The NoFap community alleges concerns over deleterious

neurological effects and social implications of

pornography — misperception of intimacy, depression,

abuse of sexual partners, sexual dysfunction — and

advocate not for abstinence or celibacy but against

pornography use.

   "I’ve probably watched more pornography in the last few

months than I have in the last few years combined," said

William, a 20-year-old college student and a long-time

member of the Reddit NoFap group. Though he requested

for his real name to be omitted, he spoke of NoFap with

reverence, explaining how beneficial it was to him during

his own battles with porn addiction when he was 18. 

   Before lockdowns began, it had been nearly a year since

William last watched pornography. Increased amounts of

downtime and remote school spurred more "relapses," to

use the hackneyed NoFap terminology, because he had

fewer alternative outlets. When deprived of ordinary

"I’ve probably

watched more

pornography in the

last few months than

I have in the last few

years combined," —

William

   Health professionals remain conflicted on what

constitutes porn addiction — Recovery Village, an addiction

rehab website, defines it at around 12 hours per week,

while the World Health Organization’s International

Classification of Diseases does not even list it as an official

medical ailment. 

   Though self-reported porn addiction remains generally

low (one report concluded it was 5-8% of the adult

population), the urgency of online forums such as NoFap

suggests something more insidious.

   "Sure, porn is normalized, but I don’t think in a positive

way," said William. "People openly talk about porn as if we

shouldn’t think twice about watching it regularly. Then,

addiction isn’t talked about because most guys think they

can just stop whenever they want, but they never actually

try to stop because it’s part of their routine."

   For over a year, William had Covenant Eyes installed on

his iPhone and laptop — a paid software that sends

random screenshots of your screen throughout the day to

someone else’s email, usually a friend or family member, as

a way to outsource accountability for porn addicts. Only

when he stopped trying to circumvent the software (he

says he did so several times) did he believe he had

overcome his addiction.

   "Watching porn can get you more and more

disconnected from real-life sexual experiences," said

William. "It’s like living in a fantasy land. Today, most boys'

first sexual experience is with a computer screen."
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   When asked about the potential for porn addiction,

Rachel Swimmer compared it to alcoholism, compulsive

gambling and other dependencies. "I’m no addiction

expert, but I’d assume that any outlet you could become

addicted to has increased this year, just as a consequence

of the pandemic," said Swimmer. "And that includes

pornography."

   In altering the dating landscape, the pandemic has

created concern not only for porn addicts, but everyone

that they interact with in the future. "Sexual activity doesn’t

equate to intimacy," said William. "People crave intimacy,

that bond with someone else. Porn doesn’t give you that

but since it’s sexual, people mistake it for the same thing.

That can really mess up your perception of relationships."

   Researcher Joshua B. Grubbs believes that, once Covid-19

subsides, pornography use will eventually return to pre-

pandemic levels. In an article on The Conversation, Grubbs

explained that, for many people, "pornography is probably

just another distraction — one that might actually help

'flatten the curve' by keeping people...socially distanced."

   Notwithstanding, the pornography boom could be at

least partially responsible for limiting the viral spread. The

New York City Health Department voiced support for

masturbation in the name of COVID-safe sexual activity: 

   "You are your safest sex partner. Masturbation will not

spread COVID-19, especially if you wash your hands (and

any sex toys) with soap and water…"
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   While it isn’t clear whether OnlyFans viewership numbers

will shrivel when the pandemic subsides, its big stars seem

primed for continued dividends. Many of the low-income

performers and some of their fans may look back on this

time as a passing fling, one that either helped them

tolerate the isolation or exacerbated their more

compulsive tendencies.

   From the casual consumers who want it to the addicts

who need it, it remains unclear what the porn renaissance

might mean. But for many it seems to have been just what

they needed to get through the night — and the

pandemic.

Over 200,000

Americans identify

as porn addicts,

but some

estimates are

much higher

   While there are no data yet to back this supposition,

PornHub has used it as a selling point since March — the

company name is now synonymous with "Stay Home Hub."

The pandemic gave PornHub the opportunity to unmoor

their brand from their content in the name of altruism.

https://theconversation.com/porn-use-is-up-thanks-to-the-pandemic-134972
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/doh/downloads/pdf/imm/covid-sex-guidance.pdf
https://hiphopwired.com/848109/pornhub-premium-free-coronavirus/


AS CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAKS SWELLED LAST SPRING, LEGIONS
of office workers were told to head home. Many of the low-wage
custodial staffers who clean those offices were let go.
   But not those at Thousand Oaks-based American Janitor Service.
   “At the peak of the pandemic, we were doing quadruple the
business,” owner Dorothy Clemen said.
   Clemen’s pre-pandemic clients—banks, warehouses and public
spaces—stayed open as essential businesses. They needed more
cleaning, not less.
   “We used to go at night to clean,” Clemen said. “Now we go multiple
times a day, mornings and afternoons, in addition to nights.” She has
had to hire more staff, and her workers are making overtime.
   Not so for Paul Lopez and the Maid in America cleaning business he
has run from Thousand Oaks for the past 33 years. He had been
managing a full-time staff of eight, most of whom he has let go. 
   Now he’s down to a few part-time employees. When his biggest
client, Cal Lutheran University, shut its doors last spring, it canceled
his contract. 
   “It really hurt,” Lopez said. “I can’t say for sure if we’ll ever get them
back.” 
   The contrasting fortunes of two firms that perform essentially the
same service — one thriving and the other barely surviving—is a
reflection of the sometimes random, odd and often unfair way that
the yearlong COVID-19 lockdown has chosen winners and losers.
   Supermarket chains and delivery services had banner years.
Restaurants and entertainment venues struggled to stay in business. 
   Most of the gains were banked by those at the top of the pay scale.
But as the fortunes of American Janitor Service illustrate, even some
of those at the very bottom were able to make out well. 

C L E A N I N G  H O U S E
H o w  c l e a n i n g  c o m p a n i e s
f a r e d  a n d  f a i l e d  d u r i n g  t h e
p a n d e m i c .

By Phil Rosen
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    The unemployment rate in L.A. County hit 18.8% in May 2020. Low-
income earners who could not switch to working remotely absorbed
the biggest blow. Less than one in six Hispanic workers are able to
work from home, according to recent U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics;
low-wage workers tend to have the least job flexibility. 
   For Hispanic workers, unemployment increased by 13.7 percentage
points up to 18.9% from February to April 2020.
   Lopez said his crew cleaned more than 30 homes per week before
the pandemic but now clean fewer than 15. 
   “There’s a lot of paranoia about letting us into homes these days,”
he said.
   Premier Cleaning Services, another cleaning business in Thousand
Oaks, has also struggled to remain afloat. Owner Tony Dye had to
fire most of his employees because his residential clients were
concerned about letting strangers in to clean their homes. 
   “We’re down about 50% during the pandemic,” said Dye, who has
run his current business since 2018 but has been in the local
cleaning industry for two decades. “People are just really nervous to
have us in.”
   Clemen, who founded American Janitor Service in 1990, had a
different experience. 
   Banks comprise a significant portion of her client base. State
regulations allowed banks to remain open throughout the pandemic,
and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention released
stringent sanitation guidelines that banks had to abide by. These
included use of special grade, COVID-specific disinfectants and
increased frequency of cleaning. 
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   “Really, we got pretty lucky,” Clemen said. 
   She beefed up the staff, which is largely Hispanic, to 50 employees
from 35. Clemen’s workers now regularly pick up as many as 12 hours
of overtime per week, which brings in an extra $250.
   Raul has been working at American Janitor since he lost his job as a
busboy. (Clemen asked that her employees be identified by their first
names only.) “Now I work enough hours to exceed what I was making
before COVID,” Raul said.
   He, like most of Clemen’s workers, makes $14 per hour, a dollar
more than California’s minimum wage. 
   “I was able to get this job sanitizing locations, and it’s given me
enough to keep up with my bills during the pandemic,” said Romeldo,
another AJS employee.
 Employees who before the pandemic worked night shifts from 5 p.m.
to 4 a.m. now volunteer to work extra between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. too. 
   “I’ve been working nights for a number of years but not full-time,”
Erica said. “Since March, I now also work during the day. The extra
money has been very helpful to my family.” 
    “Previously I worked Uber Eats,” said Esteban, another employee.
“The income was spotty. Now I’m working full-time during the day,
and this has let me contribute more college tuition for my two
children.”
    Even as California reopens, business owners like Lopez face an
uncertain future if former clients don’t return.
   “Before the pandemic, I had no plans of retiring anytime soon,” he
said. “But if things don’t pick up, I’ll have to. I’ve taken a lot of hits this
year, and I don’t know how many more I can take.”
   Clemen, too, remains uncertain about what lies ahead, but for
different reasons. 
   “It’s possible people will have gotten used to more cleanings,”
Clemen said. “It’d be nice if things stayed a bit inflated for us even
after the pandemic.”
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 “At the peak of the pandemic, we were

doing quadruple the business” - Dorothy

Clemen, Owner, American Janitor Service  
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ORDINARILY, CLASSMATES AND EXTRACURRICULARS 
form the counterweight to the stress and rigor of
college. By the time caps and gowns are donned for
graduation, most young adults long for more time
among university friends, clubs and locales.
   This year has revealed what happens when a
pandemic is added to this calculus. Students have
learned what college is like without physical access to
classmates or campus.
   Dubbed "Zoom University" by cynical and optimistic
students alike, the fall 2020 semester at the University
of Southern California (USC) has left many students
floundering like fish on the beach, and they were not
shy about sharing their thoughts on distance learning.

COLLEGE DURING
A PANDEMIC, AS
TOLD BY USC
STUDENTS

"Online classes don’t seem as important,"
said Sam Mink, a junior in USC’s Marshall
School of Business. "There are distractions
at home and it’s too easy to cheat. I just
feel too disconnected from my class."
   USC increased tuition by 3.5% leaving
many students wondering if the cost of a
now-remote semester was worthwhile. In
a statement emailed to students during
the spring 2020 semester, USC explained
that significant increases in "health
expenditures and technology"
necessitated the increase in tuition. For
the first time, a USC’s student’s annual
tuition and fees would surpass $60,000.

BY PHIL ROSEN

"Online classes don't
seem as important," -
Sam Mink, student
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   "This increase will help fund the high-quality
education, broad range of outstanding
academic programs and important research
activities that are the hallmarks of USC," the
statement read.
   Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the university
received 6,000 fewer applications than the
previous cycle, according to Annenberg
Media. USC admitted 16% of its applicants, a
leap of five percentage points from 2019-2020.
   Citing an inadequate university experience
as well as new tuition hikes, Mink took a leave
of absence for the fall semester. He may
extend his leave through the spring 2021
semester, depending on whether USC reopens
campus. USC’s statement noted that the
decision to increase tuition mirrored the
previous school year's tuition increase.
   "USC says we’re getting the same degrees as
we always have, but they don’t acknowledge
that this is a decrease in the quality of
education," said Michayla Baigel, a USC senior
who opted to stay home in New York for the
semester. "Of all possible things for the school
to do, tuition increased this semester. How did
that happen?"

   During the months leading up to the fall
semester, USC released updates regarding the
reopening of campus sparingly, as school
regulations were beholden to state
government mandates. This left many
students waiting until the eleventh hour to
decide whether or not to live on campus or
live at home. Once the school announced a
fully online semester on Aug. 5, mere days
remained before the start of the fall semester.
   The uncertainty surrounding where students
would be living foreshadowed the semester to
come. "I’ve had some rough points this
semester," said Sam Jungheim, a graduate
student who decided to live near campus
through the online term. "Now that life takes
place behind a screen, we have a worse sense
of the challenges that others are going
through. That makes things really isolating for
students."
   As a student in the Rossier School of
Education, Jungheim offered insight into
distance learning as a discipline. "We know
that online education isn’t meant to be done
at scale," Jungheim said. "It places far too
much stress on both educators and students."

http://www.uscannenbergmedia.com/2020/03/27/uscs-acceptance-rate-rises-to-16-for-class-of-2024/
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-05-15/usc-to-hike-tuition-3-5-whether-or-not-classrooms-reopen%23:~:text=The%2520University%2520of%2520Southern%2520California,reported%2520the%2520hike%2520on%2520Thursday.
https://covid19.ca.gov/safer-economy/
https://covid19.ca.gov/safer-economy/


    Faculty members, too, have been forced to
adapt to the all-digital landscape. Dr. Su Jung
Kim, a professor of public relations at USC,
explained her renewed focus on teaching
clarity and student engagement. "I’ve had to
rethink my engagement since many of my in-
person strategies don’t work in a virtual
setting," Kim said. "I did one-on-one Zoom
meetings with all my students in the first
week of the semester, which helped my
students feel more comfortable right from the
start."
   Limited to exclusively digital interaction
with students, Kim has emphasized
communicating with more intention.
"Knowing my energy shapes the tone of the
class, this semester I tried my best to show up
with maximum enthusiasm and positivity," 

said Kim. "But we’re all going through this
pandemic, and some days were just hard."
   Kevin Tsao, a senior in the Thornton School
of Music, moved back to his parents house to
save the cost of renting an apartment. While
his mental health has remained relatively
stable through online schooling, Tsao
admitted that, especially for a musician, the
online semester presented inordinate
challenges.
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"Since the onset of COVID, we
are seeing a sharp increase in
mental health issues in students,"
- Dr. Kristen Emory
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   "Orchestra rehearsal, typically, is over 60
people playing together, three days a week for
three hours at a time," Tsao said. "Then we
would play concerts every two weeks. Now,
we practice once a week for 90 minutes on
Zoom. And we don’t play concerts, which
somewhat defeats the purpose of being a
Thornton student."
   A college campus, even when empty, at the
very least could offer the nostalgia of prior
semesters. Living among one’s family and
hometown can be comforting to the point of
counterproductivity. 
   It was from this line of thinking that many
students relocated to USC to face distance
learning. Nonetheless, student after student
confirmed that issues such as loneliness,
isolation and stress plagued them
indiscriminate of location.
   Worry about loved ones, the future and
finances add to academic stress. The
American College Health Association’s 2020
Healthy Minds Study, which surveyed nearly
19,000 students across 14 campuses, found
that 66% of students reported a more stressful
financial situation since the pandemic began,
and 64% reported being "extremely
concerned" about people they care about
contracting the virus.
   "Since the onset of COVID-19, we are seeing a
sharp increase in mental health issues in
students," said Dr. Kristen Emory, a professor
of public health at San Diego State University.
"Stress-related behaviors are at an extremely
high level. Students feel increasingly anxious
and discontent, depression is increasing."
   As a teacher and a public health expert,
Emory offered unique insight regarding how
college students have been coping. Outside of
the classroom, she has seen large increases in
students approaching her in private with
financial hardships and personal anguish,
such as family illnesses and relocations.
 "There’s a sense of restriction," she said.
"Students aren’t as active, they spend less
time outside, gyms are closed. Many students

don’t believe they’ll walk at a graduation
ceremony. All this has led to intensifying
issues for college students, which, really, is a
huge public health concern."

   Between the six students interviewed,
hearing the experience of one was like
listening to a playback of another’s. Each
student echoed the same itemized malaise: a
longing to connect with classmates, Zoom
fatigue, decreased motivation and increased
despondency.
   "My grades have definitely been negatively
impacted," said Yannick Peterhans, a junior
studying international relations and
anthropology, who also works upwards of 15
hours per week. "There’s no divide between
the times I’m being a student or employee, or
even just relaxing." Peterhans, like many
students, struggles with the reality of living,
working, studying and eating all in the same
space. The lack of demarcating locations or
events to designate different responsibilities
makes life feel like a perpetual gray area.
   "The days blend together," he said. "School
assignments mix with work assignments, and
I struggle to find time for meals too because
everything happens in my bedroom."
   Before the pandemic began, it would have
been ludicrous to imagine a world in which
school classes, work meetings, social events
and even exercise all happened within the
same four walls. Today, a life limited to online
correspondence is the new normal. Without a
physical classroom, office or commute, many
students living in the USC neighborhood have
been confined to work, play, and relax within
a single room.

Over 60% of students reported an
increase in mental health issues
during online school.

https://healthymindsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Healthy_Minds_NCHA_COVID_Survey_Report_FINAL.pdf
https://hbr.org/2020/04/how-to-combat-zoom-fatigue
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   Family physician, pediatrician and mother of
five, Dr. Sally Smith, who runs a private
practice in Ventura County, has four college-
age kids at home for online schooling. "As a
doctor, I’ve seen students really struggling,"
she said. "Everyone is so lonely. There’s been a
huge upswing like I’ve never seen of parents
and students asking for referrals to therapists
and psychologists."
   Dr. Smith worries about the long hours of
screen time that her own children log each
day with distance learning. "Anxiety has
skyrocketed in our own home, and so has the
amount of therapy," she said. "These days,
students, including my kids, sit at the
computer all day. When they take a break,
they stare at their phones or Netflix or video
games."
   Both Dr. Smith and Dr. Emory’s professional
prognoses and personal experiences
bolstered the individual stories of USC
students. Anecdotes near and far conveyed
the same message: students are struggling
with online school.
   "I miss seeing all my friends, having an
actual college experience," Baigel said. "It gets
so lonely. There’s a lack of motivation. Instead
of going somewhere, you roll out of bed and
open your laptop."
   "It gets so hard to see yourself on camera for
seven, eight hours a day," said Amy Altman, a
junior studying Journalism at the Annenberg
School for Communication and Journalism.
"Instead of paying attention in class, you think
about how you look on camera, Staring at
your own video all day makes you feel self-
conscious and insecure. That really messes

with you."
   Many students vocalized much of the same
distress. The unprecedented, impromptu
social experiment that is distance learning has
had shortcomings that are hard to ignore.
   The frustration of students who attend class
in the same room they eat and sleep in
matches that of an orchestra forced to
rehearse over Zoom. The screens that have
proved so pivotal in connecting people during
a pandemic are the very same screens that
have ushered in a longing for connecting
without a digital chaperone.
   Yet, the silver lining of distance learning may
lie in what comes next.
   "Students and teachers have built
relationships even without the chance to
meet in person," Kim said. "We have learned
that we can still make a meaningful
connection even if it is a different kind of
connection. I’m hopeful that this experience
of uncertainty, struggle and patience will play
out in a good direction, making us stronger
and more resilient for the future."

78% of students currently
without mental health services
felt they required it during
COVID-19
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THE NBA IS ALREADY
A POSITIONLESS
LEAGUE. WHY AREN'T
THE NBA TEAMS?

A PLAYER’S POSITION HAS NEVER
mattered less than it does in today’s NBA, but

only in the 1940s were the All-NBA awards

given to the top 15 overall players in the

league.

   When the NBA announced the 2020-21 All-

NBA teams, James Harden, Jayson Tatum,

Devin Booker, Donovan Mitchell, Trae Young

and Russell Westbrook were conspicuously

absent, among other headliners. 

   These players were not snubbed for their

talent or basketball prowess but for their

height — none of them play center.

   The NBA needs to alter its All-NBA

parameters to account for the positionless

nature of the modern game. Year after year,

elite guards and forwards miss out on legacy-

changing recognition as well as significant

salary raises.

    Of the 15 players named to All-NBA teams,

each is deserving in some capacity, but it is

hardly an argument to say these are the best

players in the league today. The above

players who missed the cut are all better

than Rudy Gobert, for example. Yet none of

them are eligible to take Gobert’s spot

because it is a spot reserved for a center.

   In the last decade, the game has moved

away from the rim, and centers have been

deemphasized in lieu of three-point

shooting.

    After Kobe Bryant’s Los Angeles Lakers won 

back-to-back championships, the league began to shift.

Traditional centers like the Lakers’ Andrew Bynum and, to

an extent, Pau Gasol, became relics of an old-fashioned

league that valued high-volume post-up play. 

   The league left behind big men in large part because

most could not stretch the floor. Soon enough Stephen

Curry’s Warriors revolutionized the game — they

popularized ultra-long range shooting and positionless

small ball on their way to an NBA-record 73-win season.

    James Harden’s Houston Rockets pushed the three-ball

trend to new heights when they set the league-record for

most threes made in a single season — not once, but three

times in a row from 2016-19. The team did this with

nuanced analytics and a high-octane offense that included

few, if any, post-ups by a big man.

    Centers today can catch lob passes, bolster defenses and

protect the rim with their height and reach. But only the

ones that can pass and shoot threes and free throws (see:

Nikola Jokic, Joel Embiid) can realistically vie for top-15

contention.

    Even Hall of Fame center Shaquille O’Neal would

perhaps be less dominant in today’s game than he was

two decades ago. Threes were not in his game, and he shot 
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https://www.nba.com/news/nikola-jokic-giannis-antetokounmpo-stephen-curry-lead-2020-21-all-nba-first-team
https://www.sbnation.com/2017/7/17/15981266/nba-center-position-bad-free-agents
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just over 50% from the free-throw line

for his career.

   Basketball purists may object that an

All-NBA team that does not feature a

center fails to represent an actual

starting lineup. I’m not saying that

Booker or Westbrook should jump at

the opening tip, but today’s game

features few centers that can compete

— in skill, value or popularity — with

headlining guards or forwards. 

   The idea of playing basketball with

five distinct positions has been

thrashed asunder. Bigs play a smaller

role than ever, but they are still featured

as prominently on All-NBA teams as

they were pre-small ball revolution. This

is an indirect punishment for guards

and forwards who suffer because a big

who can’t shoot is awarded for his

height.

   The league has been positionless for

years. The All-NBA teams should follow

suit.

S T E P H  C U R R Y  A N D  J A M E S  H A R D E N  H E L P E D  P O P U L A R I Z E  H I G H - V O L U M E  T H R E E - P O I N T  S H O O T I N G  ( S O U R C E :  N B A )



REMEMBER A FEW MONTHS AGO WHEN
the business world went bonkers over

Gamestop? Well, it’s happening again.

   Just as Gamestop [GME] and AMC

Entertainment Holdings [AMC], among other

“meme stocks,” surged in the early months of

2021, they ballooned again in the first week of

June.

   The theater chain and video game seller are

going through another climb similar to the

one in January. In early 2021, AMC traded at

$2 a share. At one point during the first week

of June, it exploded to $70. On June 9, it

traded at just under $50. Gamestop, too, rose

to over $337 on June 8.

   Largely, the value of meme stocks comes

from social sentiment — the hoopla and

virality created by the mostly-young retail

investors on r/WallStreetBets who are bent

on squeezing short sellers. 

   In other words, retail traders want to push

back against the professional investors who

have bet big on a handful of companies

going bust. 

   The 10-million-strong army of the meme-

stock revolution has hurt hedge funds and

remained relevant thanks to the digital savvy

of the new-age retail investor.

    The 10-million-strong army of the meme-

stock revolution has hurt hedge funds and

remained relevant thanks to the digital savvy

of the new-age retail investor.

   By leveraging Twitter and Reddit, investors can

collectively analyze market trends and strategies online. As

if each forum post was a peer-review submission, retail

investors can write questions or analyses and wait for

comments to roll in from across the globe. With viral posts

and memes, traders have figured out how to not only spot

trends, but create them. When millions online see the

same link or meme shared over and over again, buying (or

selling) frenzies become commonplace.

    Social media platforms have proved effective for

facilitating mass coordination and camaraderie.

r/WallStreetBets overflows with nuanced analyses,

intelligent discourse and, of course, endlessly shareable

memes, many of which get tens of thousands of

comments. 

   The result is an enthusiastic internet mob that lends itself

to both loyalty as well as group-think.

    Social media has disrupted and democratized the

investment landscape. Leveraging the reach of the internet

can be chalked up as a smart move for retail investors.

    But the meme-stock frenzy is not happening in a

vacuum. A market that sees frequent, unanticipated surges

can make for a weak bond market.

THE MEME-STOCK
REVOLUTION ISN'T
GOING AWAY 
JUST YET
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   Interest rates have dropped

precipitously through 2021 in part

because of extreme market volatility. The

1 Month Treasury Rate has continued to

lower — and some dips correlate with the

spikes in share price for AMC, GME and

other meme stocks.

   Other aspects of the retail investor

culture, too, remain troublesome. Users

commonly post “loss porn” on

r/WallStreetBets, or screenshots of

massive financial losses due to meme-

stock investing. 

   Within the meme culture, losing money

is applauded as a courageous act of

holding the line — dedication to the fight

against hedge funds.
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   This foments a toxic approach to

investing: both losses and wins are fine as

long as you’re “fighting the good fight.”

When investing devolves into an act of

following the crowd, some retail investors

overextend themselves with money they

don’t have.

   The loyalty of r/WallStreetBets users

may be the downfall of the everyday

trader. For retail investors, holding “to the

moon” is the only option — and it will

likely leave many of the little guys with a

debt they cannot afford. 

https://ycharts.com/indicators/1_month_treasury_rate


IF YOU TYPE IN "LONELINESS"
into Google, headlines describe it as an

epidemic or crisis, both a public health and

existential concern caused by some

combination of technology and politics.

   The interconnectedness brought about by

technology has made it easier than ever to

reach out, slide in, and be “in touch.” Yet, a

consequence of this newfound ease has

been a diminished depth of connection. Like

most things, the less effort required, the less

satisfying the returns. 

   Notwithstanding, the advent of social

media tells but part of the story. Loneliness in

itself stems not only from a lack of

meaningful connection but a feeling of

isolation. 

   Consider the phenomenon of feeling alone

while standing in a crowd. Most of us know

that surrounding ourselves with people isn’t a

remedy to loneliness because loneliness is as

much about emotional isolation as it is

physical. What’s more, emotional isolation

becomes normal, even expected, in a world

as increasingly complex as this one. 

   For the typical young adult today, it would

not be unusual for them to have roommates,

classroom friends, hometown friends, sports

teammates, social clubs, work friends, as well

as miscellaneous one-on-one relationships —

all of which could have zero overlap.

    Together, along with the social sphere one 

may keep on social media, these form an extremely

complex web of relationships, one that is wholly

unprecedented by historical measure.  

   In the 1990’s Robin Dunbar, a professor of anthropology

at the University of Oxford, found that as a group of

individuals gets larger, it becomes less intimate and less

cohesive. He had discovered a correlation between the size

of primate brains and the size of the “tribes” they could

keep. 

    Dunbar then extrapolated this to human brains and

social groups, concluding that humans can optimally

maintain 150 stable relationships. This revelation has since

been coined “Dunbar’s number.” 

   Whether intentional or not, hunter-gatherer societies

through history and those remaining today closely abide

by this rule. Typical tribal groups and even Amish

communities maintain a steady average of about 150

people. Dunbar’s number seems to pinpoint the number of

people one could expect to know by geographical location

alone, without the reach of the internet. 

    Today, the internet makes our social circles increasingly

complex. Facebook may say otherwise, but you don’t

actually have 900 friends because, as it happens, your 

THE ANTIDOTE TO
MODERN
LONELINESS
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brain can’t handle that many.  

   As a rule, one’s sense of community

diminishes when the parts of the whole are

distinct rather than complimentary. While

there are benefits, hyper-connectivity means

that there is an intense uniqueness in the

social circle — and therefore, life — of each

individual. This lends itself to a deep-seated

feeling of aloneness. 

    By “alone,” here I mean one’s inability to fully

relate to others, rooted in the realization that

someone else may never know the complete

and honest scope of your own life. 

    Of course, loneliness can be a symptom of

being physically alone, but the more insidious

loneliness — the one that I believe is far more

pressing today — primarily stems from a

fragmented sense of self, an isolation of the

soul caused by the severe complexity of our

lives. 

    With different people, you reveal different

parts of yourself. Whether you are with your

basketball team in the locker room or your

Harry Potter book club or a graduate-level

physics class will dictate what you say and

how you act. Most of us present a different self

depending on which slice of our social group

we are with. That’s not to say that

inauthenticity is based on circumstance; this is

simply social convention. 

   This is part of the very fragmentation that

loneliness comes from. Whether we feel

obligated to or not, we hide, share and deny

different parts of ourselves depending on the

context. No one else may know, but you will

always know — and that knowledge of not fully

sharing is what thrusts emotional isolation

upon us. 

   Modernity, in all its convenience, has made

genuine, authentic connections harder to

come by because a connection such as this

requires sharing your whole, unmitigated self.

This is difficult to do because we are rarely

called upon to do so. 

   A great deal of us have become accustomed

to sharing only fragments of ourselves. The

more habitual this becomes, the more difficult

it is to reconcile those fragments into an

integrated whole. 

   So yes — we are all connected, all the time. This much we

know. But connecting everyone with everyone makes for a

complexity that a single human simply cannot handle

properly. Relationships suffer, mistakes are made and a

sense of isolation looms closely like a shadow.

    Each of us comprise an incalculable complexity but this

does not mean we cannot strive for conveying authenticity

as much as possible. Part of authenticity is discovering

which “self’ of yours is truly you — the one that you would act

out when no one’s watching.

   Finding this, funnily enough, usually requires observing

how you act when you are alone: physical isolation as a

means to minimize emotional isolation. Spending time

alone can help you peel back layers of yourself that you may

not like, pieces of you that you typically reserve for this or

that social context, pieces that you may not have realized

have been hiding who you are at your core. 

    The reason you are lonely isn’t because you need more

friends. We feel lonely because, whether we know it or care

to admit, we may be hiding parts of ourselves we admire

beneath parts we fabricate simply for the sake of a social

context. 

    Loneliness, then, can be a tell-tale sign that you have

layers to shed and authenticity to surface. The remedy is not

to try and be cool, or to fit into the brand or style of the

social group(s) you belong to. 

    The remedy, though counterintuitive, seems to start with a

little solitude. 

    Find out who you are when you are free from the

expectations of others. Then integrate this version of you

into each separate slice of your life little by little, until

eventually all those slices are occupied by the same, true

version of yourself. 

   The antidote to modern loneliness, in practice, is not easy.

It takes time and effort and honesty. But it is simple enough

that it can be summed up in two words: be yourself.
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One’s sense of community
diminishes when the parts
of the whole are distinct

rather than
complimentary.
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IT WAS WHEN I STOOD  IN THE 
Korean Demilitarized Zone and looked

through binoculars into North Korea that

I realized how significantly travel

changed my life. 

   From wandering through Pompeii to

riding a motorcycle through Taiwan, this

realization occurred again and again. 

   In these moments, part of what I feel is

gratitude, but another part is a desire for

others to share the same experience. 

   Most universities offer study abroad

opportunities to their students, yet fewer

than 2% of U.S. students study abroad

each year. 

   That means only an extremely small

minority of students are exposed to an

experience of a lifetime — a new country,

culture and people during a pivotal time

in their young adult lives. 

   During my final year of college, I took a

study abroad trip to Italy. Overseas, my

entire post-grad vista (and life) changed; I

caught the travel bug and made plans to

live abroad after college. 

   After I graduated, I moved to Hong

Kong. For nearly two years I traveled

throughout Southeast Asia, visiting

dozens of countries and expanding my

understanding of people and cultures.

   I learned firsthand how the U.S. news cycle is only

one of many. Americans especially are prone to

believing that the U.S. is the center of the world.

Spending a few minutes with people who do not

speak English as a first language handily disproves

that theory.

   When I was in South Korea, I learned that former

President Trump was widely celebrated there for his

diplomacy with North Korea. Many locals I spoke to

told me that he has made more forward progress in

the Korean peninsula than any previous U.S.

president. 

    In Thailand, I read a story in the newspaper about

the prevalence of rigged democratic elections, and

how this made many of the citizens feel voiceless. 

    I never saw either of these storylines emerge from a

U.S. media outlet. 

   Studying abroad — and traveling in general — is not

about putting something glossy on your resume, nor

is it about building an international network. 

UNIVERSITIES
SHOULD ADVOCATE
FOR MORE STUDENTS
TO STUDY ABROAD

COLUMN BY PHIL ROSEN
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   It is also not about booking $7.00 hostel

stays, playing with elephants in mud pits

or staying in a club until dawn with expats

from nine different countries.

   The above are undeniably romantic,

thrilling perks of studying abroad and

travel, but they do not comprise “the

point” of it all. 

   Going abroad is about perspective. 

   Gaining new insights and shedding old

ones. Reevaluating your America-centric

assumptions with a global worldview that

includes a broader diversity of thought,

people and place. 

   Studying in a foreign country should be

prioritized and advocated for in American

universities. College students comprise the

next generation of leaders and thinkers.   

   Schools should be doing everything they

can to instill these students with a global

sense of responsibility and community.

Building a better world happens when

leaders can transcend borders and

communicate across cultures.

   With travel comes both sensitivity and

toughness: the sensitivity to understand

others and the toughness to understand

that cultural differences aren’t meant to

be a slight or offense. Studying abroad

forces us to recognize the world is far

broader than our assumptions.

    Vagabonding puts you face to face with

diversity — people of all nationalities and

ethnicities, speaking different languages

and exchanging points of view. Alongside

these experiences comes challenge,

growth and adaptation. 

   In 2021, these skills have never been

more important. While making study

abroad mandatory could be extreme —

some students face disproportionate

financial limitations, or families and jobs

that cannot be left unattended — schools

should allocate greater funding to study

abroad departments to spread awareness

about their programs. 

   One reason students may not study abroad could be

because they were not fully aware of the international

opportunities their school offered. Providing more

resources for students could increase the number of

students who go overseas. 

   In 2008, the University of Minnesota’s Carlson School

of Management successfully made study abroad

mandatory for students. A primary driver of this was

greater involvement between students and the

admissions, financial aid and international offices.    

   Administrators advised their students early and often,

and the mindset on travel for the entire school

changed from “if” to “when.” 

   Universities all over must adopt this same mindset to

bear more worldly and diverse students.

    Studying abroad isn’t about building your resume or

partying overseas or accruing frequent flyer miles.

   It’s about perspective. 
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With travel comes both
sensitivity and toughness:

the sensitivity to
understand others and the
toughness to understand
that cultural differences

aren’t meant to be a slight
or offense.

https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2012/06/04/how-business-school-requires-all-its-undergraduates-study-abroad
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WHY IS IT ALWAYS, “MAKE SURE YOU 
go to college,” and never “Make sure you

go to trade school?”

   Most high school students are funneled

into two- or four-year universities. Little

thought is given to other paths toward

adulthood, and schools and parents

often fail to present alternative options.

   The allure of a college degree has

tarnished the reputation of trade schools.

   COVID-19 hammered most professional

sectors but many trade jobs saw double

or triple growth. During the economic

downturn, trade labor continued

expanding despite a volatile world. The

pandemic revealed just how much rests

upon the shoulders of skilled trade

workers.

   For students who may not know what

they want to do, or if they merely want to

try something other than college, trade

school offers promise. Many trade

workers collect far higher salaries than

college-educated young adults and, in

some other countries, trade school is

popular and encouraged.

   One reason high school conversations rarely

gravitate to trade school is, in part, because of the

stigma that comes with not attending college. But

forgoing college does not equate to failure; in some

cases it means better pay and better work-life

balance down the line.

   We should advocate for pursuing trade school just

as vocally as we praise the college-bound.

   The assumption today is that, without college, you

won’t secure a job that pays well enough to live

comfortably or raise a family. But pursuing a

traditional college degree should not be presented as

an ultimatum or sole option because it stigmatizes

other paths which may be just as viable.

   Forcing students — or telling them they have only

one viable path to follow — to subject themselves and

their families to the cost of education is troublesome.

College does not make the most sense for everyone.

The upfront investment is high (college tuition has

increased 213% in the last 30 years) and returns are

not guaranteed.

TRADE SCHOOLS 
NEED TO BE AS
MAINSTREAM AS
COLLEGE

COLUMN BY PHIL ROSEN
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   Underemployment is a measure that

determines if an individual is working in a

job they are overqualified for. For college

grads, the underemployment rate is nearly

50%.

   While college does not shield you from

potentially working low-wage, physically

demanding and labor-intensive jobs, the

glowing adulation of a degree makes it

seem like it could. What’s more, trade and

skilled labor jobs fail to capture the

attention or respect of those who attend

college.

   Jobs that do not require a four-year

degree — such as industrial, construction

or service trades — still demand highly

skilled, competent and effective

individuals. More dangerous trade jobs,

such as those in the fishing industry or

coal miners, pay far better than some

white-collar jobs and ask applicants for

skills rather than experience.

   Mike Rowe made a name for himself by

hosting the TV show, “Dirty Jobs.” He

traveled the country working trade jobs.

Plumbers, electricians, brick layers, fishers

and innumerable other skilled workers

had Rowe join in on their work, leaving

him impressed and humbled.

   Many of these workers were happy and

entrepreneurial, with families and a

healthy work-life balance — and many did

not attend college.

   Rowe’s program illustrates how unfairly

trade jobs are stigmatized and then

avoided in favor of a college degree.

   “Our crumbling infrastructure, our widening skills

gap, the disappearance of vocational education, and

the stratospheric rise in college tuition—these are not

problems,” Rowe writes on his website. “These are

symptoms of what we value. And right now, we have to

reconnect the average American with the value of a

skilled workforce. Only then, will the next generation

aspire to do the work at hand.”

   Student loan debt continues to pile up every year

(though the Biden administration may address this)

and young adults continue to pursue higher-ed. At the

same time, millions of trade jobs across the country

wait to be filled, but there are too few skilled trade

workers who can fill them.

   College is a wonderful experience, but it should not

be promoted at the expense of trade schools and

skilled labor jobs. A Washington State auditor report

found that hiring managers in the skilled labor market

cannot find enough employees — even despite

generous starting-salaries.

   Among other things, the report suggested career

guidance for high schoolers and middle schoolers that

focused on alternatives to the university path.

   Finding a trade or undertaking an apprenticeship can

pay dividends when compared to the cost of a four-

year degree (and 59% of students take five years to

graduate anyway). Most certifications from a trade

school cost a fraction of what a single semester may

cost at a brand-name university, and they take far less

time to acquire.

   At the very least, these options should be given more

consideration than they currently are.

   The next time you see a high school student, think

twice about asking them what college they plan to

attend.

   Try asking them if they’ve thought about trade

school.

  

College graduates
have an

underemployment
rate of 50%
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"A marvelous first book, for

travelers young and old.”
- Mark Orwoll, Former International Editor,

Travel + Leisure

"Rosen succeeds in getting

beyond the usual travelogue

clichés...a truly likable, fine

host.”
- Kirkus Reviews

"Rosen's sharp observations and

sensitivity to culture and local

practices keep you traveling

from one chapter to another"
- Dr. Mario Garrett, professor & author
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WHEN PEOPLE THINK OF HONG KONG, OFTEN

they envision a dense and metropolitan

cityscape. A booming port in Southeast Asia

overflowing with steel skyscrapers and defined by

a modernity that sets the pace for the rest of the

globe.

To me, when I think of Hong Kong, my mind

gravitates to imagery strikingly different from the

shadows and sounds of the city affectionately

known as the “Pearl of the Orient.” An hour North

of the bustle of downtown Hong Kong stands Kat

Hing Wai, an aboriginal Chinese village

established in the 15th century by the Tang clan.

And to me, this is home.

Upon alighting from the train at the Kam Sheung

Road station near the very end of the West Rail

Line, Kat Hing Wai, dubbed simply, “the village” by

locals, is but a short walk away. The scene you

arrive at takes you deep into the past.

Twenty-foot brick walls surround the village.

Crumbling bricks—in concert with the remnants of

a veritable moat—hint at a past that had a need

for military defense. There remains only one

entrance in and out of Kat Hing Wai: a pair of tall

iron gates embedded in the village walls.

A small, austere donation box greets you on

arrival, calling on tourists to leave a tip for the

privilege of visiting, adding to the outmoded feel

of the place. The effect is like walking onto a

documentary film set. The village is akin to a

living, breathing museum; history has taken place

here. Antiquity hangs in the air, tactile like the

sweat upon one’s brow and surreal like an 

A  T E M P L E  N E A R  M Y  V I L L A G E  I N  H O N G  K O N G  ( P H O T O  B Y  A U T H O R )
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encounter with the metaphysical.

The village holds a personal relevance as well as

a historical one. My father was one of those

foreign faces from the West who dropped a tip

into the donation box. Nearly 30 years ago, he

arrived humbly as a wide-eyed and curious

tourist. Within the village walls he met my mother,

who was then one of the few villagers who spoke

English.

The village is home, and has been home, to

myself, the Tang family and its descendants since

the inception of contemporary history. Perhaps

even longer than that.

While the village maintains much of its traditional

ambience and charm, Kat Hing Wai, once a

hotspot for foreign faces seeking a glimpse into

classical Chinese customs, today entertains only

the infrequent visitor. These days, bus tours and

flocks of Westerners mostly skip the village and

go directly to China.

Yet, without the flux of tourists, the village holds

even more of a homely nostalgia. A sentiment of

privacy. An inescapable, pervading feeling of

"the good old days" around every corner.

K A T  H I N G  W A I ,  O U T S I D E  T H E  W A L L  ( P H O T O  B Y  A U T H O R )
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The village remains a microcosm apart from the

city of Hong Kong, different in many ways yet

equal or greater in its ability to evoke such a

strong emotional connection between place and

person, one that has lasted for centuries. 

The village would not be the village without its

villagers; the same can be said of villagers

without their village. Both place and persons are

one and the same: a rare occurrence in the

modern world that I have yet to find elsewhere.

When a people and place are inextricable, if you

fall in love with one, your affection spreads to the

other without a moment's hesitation. I love my

family (that is, I love the villagers), and thus I love

the village.

In the village, my uncle and village elder Jonny

Tang and I would go to the same village shop

every morning for breakfast. Each day, we would

be served the same meal—rice noodles and

Chinese tea—by the same waitress, sitting

alongside the very same village friends that Uncle

Jonny went to grade school with. 

In raucous Cantonese and always in good humor,

Uncle Jonny and his pals would talk of decades-

old shared memories of the schoolyard, gambling

and the olden days.

T H E  V I E W  F R O M  O U T S I D E  T H E  V I L L A G E  D U R I N G  T H E  L A T E  1 8 0 0 S  ( P H O T O  B Y  A U T H O R )
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The deep familiarity between villagers is one

that only happens when you know that your

present neighbor’s great-great-great

grandparents were neighbors with your own

great-great-great grandparents. On any given

day, I could walk outside and someone who to

me was a stranger would recognize me and

strike up a conversation, recounting their

memories of growing up with my mother or

grandmother.

I have always found great comfort in knowing

that each and every villager is part and parcel

of one another's personal family history. Each

resident of Kat Hing Wai shares a historical and

familial insight into the lives of their neighbors

and neighbors' neighbors.

Many villagers have homes rather than

apartments. This, too, I appreciate because I

was originally born in the US. Around the village,

outdoor areas exist in comparative plenty. The

generations-old tradition of passing land down

within the family has afforded villagers the rare

Hong Kong luxury of space.

I lived with my aunt and uncle in a narrow three-

story home, a decades-old abode with

balconies and outdoor space in front of the

house. To place this village house among, say, a

California or Texas suburb, it would be

considered rather modest. But in Hong Kong, a

home like this is spacious, rightly considered to

be extremely large.

Such are the benefits of the indigenous

descendants in Hong Kong.

When I think of home, I am overwhelmed by a

deep-seated nostalgia for those crumbling walls

and the stagnant moat water, the family temple

and raucous Cantonese. Relationships are

measured by generations and traditions are

passed through centuries.

The community ties within the village are as strong

as the tradition is old.

For all the uncertainty and change in the modern

world, Kat Hing Wai remains fixed and lasting,

comforting in its predictability. The village sits

frozen in space and time yet alive and well, like a

beautiful relic hidden away from the world.

And to me, this is home.

T H E  V I L L A G E  M O A T  T O D A Y  ( P H O T O  B Y  A U T H O R )



IN 1949, OVER ONE MILLION PEOPLE LEFT 

Shanghai in fear of China’s new government led

by Mao Zedong and the Chinese Communist

Party. They feared it would limit their

opportunities. Those with a lot to lose, because of

their economic standing, army or political

background were eager to leave.

Hong Kong’s emigration numbers of the mid-1980s

saw nearly 30,000 citizens leaving per year after

the People’s Republic of China signed the Sino-

British Joint Declaration with the United Kingdom,

which confirmed China taking sovereignty from

the British over Hong Kong in 1997. Shortly

thereafter, the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre

spurred further emigration, peaking at nearly 
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70,000 in 1992, as reported by the EIU Viewswire

in September 2020. 

In short, Hong Kong has seen a recurring pattern

of emigration for decades. The Atlantic said

Hong Kong had a “culture of emigration.” Helen

Zia’s 2019 book, The Last Boat Out of Shanghai,

explains the terrible lengths that many Chinese

went to find a home outside of Communist rule.

The choice was either to abandon everything

familiar — family, home, culture — or risk losing

these things as the CCP’s control took hold.

The parallels between China and Hong Kong’s

emigrations in the mid-20th century, late 20th

century, and recent events in Hong Kong are

H O N G  K O N G ' S  Y O U N G E R  G E N E R A T I O N  A R E  E M I G R A T I N G  A T  H I G H  R A T E S  ( S O U R C E :  U N S P L A S H )
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striking, making Zia’s work timely and prescient.

Over 50,000 Hong Kong citizens emigrated out of

Hong Kong in 2019 in fear of China’s dismissal of

the “one country, two systems” arrangement. 

The extradition bill proposed in May 2019 kicked

off a year of political unrest in Hong Kong. An

estimated two million person strong march

followed the proposal, a watershed event that

sparked innumerable protests which expressed

anguish over China’s encroaching presence.

Peaceful gatherings and violent demonstrations

alike shook both the streets and the economy.

Bystanders were arrested indiscriminately,

protestors exchanged Molotov cocktails with the

rubber bullets and tear gas of police, and

frequenting public spaces demanded a new,

heightened level of precaution.

By implementing legislation directly from China,

Beijing demolished any illusion of Hong Kong’s

autonomy. Hong Kong’s much-vaunted freedoms

of speech, thought and assembly evaporated;

any opposition to the Chinese Communist Party

violated their unwritten rules. 

The events of 1949 seem to be repeating. Once

again, China is asserting draconian measures on

a society that previously prospered with greater

degrees of autonomy. Rather than allowing Hong

Kong’s long-standing “rule of law” reign, China

enforces its own brand, “rule by law,” which has

been met with widespread disapproval among

Hong Kongers. Critics of the new establishment

are silenced and arrested. 

“Hong Kongers of all walks of life want to leave,”

says Alex Frew McMillan, a Hong Kong-based

freelance reporter. “People are moving to New

Zealand, Australia, Canada, the US, and Britain,

looking for a better life and a better education

for their kids. Nobody wants their children to grow

up in this new system.” 

The events in Hong Kong mirror what occured in

the port of Shanghai, where citizens fled China
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after the People’s Republic of China was

established. Emigration applications skyrocketed;

fear and public unrest became the new normal. In

her book, Zia describes Ho Chow, a Chinese

citizen who emigrated to the U.S. and went on to

study engineering and build a freer and better life

than he could have had he stayed. Chow

describes how if anyone “criticized the

Communists, their families in China could be

harmed in retaliation.” 

Decades later, Chow’s sentiment reverberates.

“China can do no wrong,”

says McMillan. “No questions

about the ruling party are

allowed. Anything critical of

China is condemned by

‘thought police.’”

In 2019 there was a 60 percent increase in Hong

Kongers applying for emigration documents, and

applications continue to be sent in. In October

2020, the UK offered a new path for Hong Kong

citizens to acquire British citizenship, allowing

those with British National Overseas (BNO) status

to go to Britain. While this was a welcome

development, it still leaves more than half of the

population unable to emigrate on these terms. 

“People don’t see a future here in Hong Kong,”

says McMillan. “We witness it taking daily steps to

become exactly like mainland China. It’s not safe

to think for yourself here, that’s why people want

to leave.”

One academic in the ethnic studies department at

one of Hong Kong’s top universities explained that

Hong Kong’s special status as an autonomous

region is officially over. “I’m leaving Hong Kong

because I don’t want to be here when even further

restrictions of freedom occur,” says D.T. (Fearing

retribution from the Chinese government, this 

https://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/issues/91apr/emi491.htm
https://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/issues/91apr/emi491.htm
https://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/issues/91apr/emi491.htm
https://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/issues/91apr/emi491.htm
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https://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/issues/91apr/emi491.htm
https://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/issues/91apr/emi491.htm
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academic source wished to remain cited by

initials only.) 
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The Chinese University of Hong Kong conducted a

poll and found that upwards of half of 15- to 24-

year-olds were considering leaving Hong Kong.

Many cited a general dissatisfaction with the

social and political landscape of Hong Kong.

Again, parallels with 1949 remain: of the

innumerable emigrants out of Shanghai and

greater China, many were students that emigrated

on their own, sent by their families so that they

could achieve a life their parents could not. 

Not all Hong Kongers are unsettled by China’s

growing influence. A villager of one of the

traditional walled villages in Kam Tin, in the New

Territories, explained that the young protestors are

the ones who deserve to be expunged, not China.

“Everyone wants to complain about China, but

that is the very nation that has taken care of Hong

Kong for centuries,” says the villager. “People

forget their roots, where they came from, and they

think that a revolution is a good idea. If they do

not like it here anymore then it would be better if

they left us anyway.”

“I plan to move to the UK

with the new citizenship

option they are offering

Hong Kongers,” says D.T.

“Many of my peers plan to

do the same. They especially

worry about their children,

and at the very least wish to

give their children a choice

that involves freedom.”

Basy Chow, a recent graduate and Hong Konger

who emigrated to the U.K. in late 2019, explained

that Hong Kong simply was not the place she

would want to raise any future children in. 

“Hong Kong has lost its special status as an East-

West gateway into China,” says Chow. “Career

opportunities for younger people are better

elsewhere, in places like the U.K. or Singapore. The

business world skips over Hong Kong now because

we’ve lost our stature. Plus, there really is too much

cultural and educational pressure in Hong Kong,

and that’s not what I would want for any future

children.”

How children are educated is a hotly contested

topic in Hong Kong. There are bans on certain

chapters in history that paint China unfavorably,

and any hint of antipathy against the state is

punishable. Teachers are purged for political

missteps, and many now have resigned to simply

teaching China’s prescribed ideologies. Now, even

Mandarin, China’s primary dialect — rather than

Hong Kong’s more customary Cantonese — is being

prioritized and pushed in school. 

This too has left a mark in the freedoms that have

long defined Hong Kong. “There’s a lot of

censorship in both the educational system and the

media now,” says McMillan. “Some of it is self-

censorship and second-guessing. Other times, it’s

official.” The very same types of educational

censorship occur in mainland China, and were first

conceived during the inception of the People’s

Republic of China in 1949. 

Given the regime change and civil war that took

place, China has never released official

emigration numbers from the mid-20th century

(those numbers may not even exist). Zia suggests

that upwards of a quarter of Shanghai’s

population of 6 million may have fled throughout

the 1940s and 1950s. Add in those who fled other

cities throughout China and the numbers burgeon

further. If events continue to parallel those of the

https://hongkongfp.com/2019/01/03/one-three-hongkongers-emigrate-chinese-university-hong-kong-survey/
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3104990/more-hong-kong-teachers-firing-line-education-minister
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-09-11/hong-kong-teacher-purge
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/2167724/hong-kong-education-chief-says-he-doesnt-want-force-schools


1950s and 1980s, then an exodus in Hong Kong

very well may already be underway. A city of over

seven million strong is under siege in plain sight,

and its citizens are fleeing because of it. 

When the “one country, two systems” doctrine

was established in the 1984 Joint Declaration,

many hoped that by the time Hong Kong returned

to Chinese rule in 2047, China would have

transitioned away from its authoritarian roots to

more closely resemble the values of the free

world. This imbued a sense of hope for the future,

reassurance that a forward-thinking society could

thrive even with 2047 looming. 

This hope now flickers weakly.
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TRAVELS ARE PAINTED BY THE INDIVIDUALS 

you encounter. The people make the place. This

much I have learned for certain. In my travels, I

have met some truly wonderful people. 

But, naturally, I have also met some people that

were not wonderful. Not mean or malicious

people but strange and idiosyncratic, or a bit too

candid.

Once in Phuket, Thailand, I met a man in a hostel.

He called himself Stan. We did not so much

“meet,” but, rather forcefully, he sat down next to

me in the lobby and started talking as if we had

been friends for years already. It was not much of

a conversation at first, for he was not talking to

me, but at me.
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By Phil Rosen

Stan said he had been on the road for over a

decade. He looked about 50 years old, the only

one in the hostel over the age of 26. That gave

him an air of arrogance that I’m still not sure

whether he earned or fabricated. Stan was

balding, thin and gangly, with a nose that looked

permanently sunburnt and a haggardness that

hinted at recent bouts with alcoholism.

When I asked him where he was from, he said, “All

over, kid. All over.” (Whether he did this

affectionately or in condescension I do not

know). 

This began a series of stories about how many

women he’s been with, how many wives he had

divorced, how many overseas investments he had 
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divorced, how many overseas investments he had

fortifying his many bank accounts.

Stan told me, and anyone else who would listen,

about his travels. About how jungle safaris are

not as great as they sound. About how the best

Shanghainese food he ever had was in Sydney,

Australia. About how, if he wanted, he could have

made it in Hollywood.

The way he spoke conveyed he thought highly of

his own existence. More than once he referred to

himself affectionately in the third-person, “When

you’ve been on the road as long as this here Stan,

you’ll know wisdom, kid.”

He was not exactly friendly, though he acted as if

he was the most popular guy around. His manner

was gruff and forward, and it was clear that he

did not give a toss what anyone else thought of

him. Perplexingly, I felt comfortable around him

because I knew that he didn’t care whether I did

or not. 

Other than his age and arrogance, what I

remember more than Stan’s stories was the way

he smelled. Or maybe it was simply the fact that

he smelled. His presence made me, and

whomever else was around, wince and crinkle our

noses. But nobody ever said anything, because

that’s just not what you do: you don’t arrive at a

hostel and make friends by telling someone they

are in need of several showers. 

For four days, Stan and I shared a room with two

other college-aged guys from London. By the end

of the three days, we three youths all smelled like

Stan because we had shared a room with him. 

After this distressing realization, I took on a

temporary and unreasonable fear of balding,

long-armed and thin 50-year-old men with

sunburnt noses. I’m not sorry for writing this, and

I’m not changing Stan’s name to protect his

identity. Instead, I wish to pose a warning to

other travelers not to share a room with Stan, lest
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you want to find out what it’s like when soap itself

does not work.

Though hackneyed, it really is the people you meet

that make the places you go.

Sure, Phuket is a beautiful place, a sight to behold

and one that I hope to see again soon. But there’s

only so much I can write about white-sand

beaches and scenic boat rides. 

But Stan? I could write a book about his pungent

scent alone, and then a sequel entirely about the

holes in his socks. 

The thing about traveling is that the place you go

is not always the best part. The place isn’t even

usually the best part. Only sometimes, on those

times you get (un)lucky enough to not meet anyone

mildly interesting. 

People make the places worthwhile. I don’t know

why this is the case, but that’s what I’ve found

across a great deal of travels. Maybe I should

have asked wise old Stan this question. I’m sure he

would have answered confidently and with some

vague reference to something or someone he had

conquered in his colorful life. 

When the pandemic quieted the world this year,

everything changed. Travelers all over the globe

were told to bunker down, cancel their flights, and

cease their globetrotting. “Tame the wanderlust

until this virus goes away,” we were told. 

Nobody appreciates being told they cannot do

something. For me, hearing this from someone only

prompts me to do something even more. An extra

reason to address that chip on my shoulder, further

motivation to take action in a certain direction

merely because someone else said not to. 

The reality is, the world is telling travelers not to

travel. It’s like fate. Two years of traveling and then

the universe intervenes, forcing the world to a halt.

But a time of rest can be the launchpad for the 



for the next step, the coming adventure and

journey. A period of reflection, musing, and

gratitude. 

In these pandemic months, I’ve had the

opportunity to reflect on my travels, as well as

learn to appreciate home—sunny Southern

California—to a degree I never have. For this I am

thankful. 

I’ve had the opportunity to write about my time

overseas. To remember the places I’ve traveled

to. To remember the people I have met. 

To remember Stan and what it was like to share a

room with him. 

he time will come again where travels are once

again part of the fabric of normalcy. 
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Until then, we can only live, day by day, and take

the tide as it comes. This can prepare us and, if

you let it, can excite us, for the journey to come. 

And a journey most certainly is coming, because

one always is. The horizon before us continues to

move and change. The best we can do is reflect

on our last journey and prepare for the next.

Reflecting has shown me that we live life in

chapters, each chapter part of a long and

overarching story. The next journey is coming.

That is the lesson that I’ve arrived at during these

times without physical movements.

Who knows what the next journey holds. Oh wait.

That’s right — Stan knows. 

O N E  O F  T H E  P H I  P H I  I S L A N D S ,  V I E W E D  F R O M  A  B O A T  ( P H O T O  B Y  A U T H O R )



ON MOST DAYS I DON’T BELIEVE IN FREE WILL. 

Whether it exists isn’t up for me to decide. But, on

days that I think about destiny, if there is such a

thing, it gives me an inner peace that is difficult

to attain on the days I pretend to have a say in

how my life goes. Chalking up life as beyond my

control lets me focus on my small corner of the

world, and I stop attempting to bend reality in

this or that direction.

Yet, no matter what belief I have on a given day,

I always feel when I look back at the various 
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directions and detours in my life that things could

have only turned out in the way they did. As if the

entire universe conspired to make things just so. 

Each of us ends up with a similar pattern to life

that can only be called a tragedy: everyone

struggles, everyone dies. That’s just the way of

things. An unwavering faith in free will seems to

hold no consequence in life’s ultimatum.  

On the rarest of occasions, an individual can rise

above this usual pattern and tragedy, however

a short story

By Phil Rosen
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briefly, to shape the events of their life to exactly

their fancy. To do so, one almost always needs an

immense passion, an enormous energy and

volition for change.

It is for this reason that I consider Rollins the most

admirable man I have ever met. For he did rise up

above the tides of his life to create his own

pattern — but he did so without a scrap of

passion. 

I met Rollins only once in a quiet bar in Paris. We

sat two seats apart at an otherwise empty bar. I

was drinking wine, as I always do after dinner; my

acquaintance drank scotch. The darkness of the

night sky had crept into the bar and played with

the shadows of the dim overhead lighting. In my

experience, Paris by night reliably brings about

romance or misery, and seeing as I was married

and Rollins weary and downcast, a spark of

romance seemed doubtful. 

He was calm in conversation, his hair disheveled

and his suit ragged. He was a medical man,

though he refused to allow me to call him

“doctor,” for he thought it superfluous and

grandstanding. I learned that he had run a

lucrative practice in New York, and doubled as a

highly sought consulting surgeon and

cardiothoracic researcher. His findings were

taught in prestigious universities, and seldom was

a new medical textbook printed without his

contribution.

At only 38, Rollins had cleared the threshold of

financial and professional success, and quite

naturally the world he occupied could not get

enough of him. 

Rollins’ mind, with its towering faculty and

intellect, allowed him to achieve a great deal of

success in a short span of time; yet his

achievements had far outweighed his ambition.

And for this reason I consider Rollins most

fascinating: his contemporaries deemed him a

savior of modern medicine, a visionary and 
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oracle, yet none of his accolades inspired the

slightest joy in him.

He accomplished so much merely because it had

been easy and within his grasp. He had never

desired such a life, he was thrown into it by

circumstance. For over a decade he seemed to

fulfill everyone’s dreams but his own. He moved

through the decadence of worldly delights and

lost his youth and happiness along the way. The

many feathers in his cap, the accolades to his

name, could all disappear and Rollins would not

flinch. The reason he now found himself in Paris

was to depart from a world that he felt had

nothing left to offer him.

“I don’t know precisely why I chose Paris,” he said.

“Perhaps for the women and the grime. Plus my

French is not bad. A passionate city for a

passionless man. I arrived only two days ago.”  

A  S T R E E T  I N  P A R I S  ( S O U R C E :  U N S P L A S H )



It seemed strange that Rollins, a man so

indifferent to matters of spirit and beauty, should

settle in a city as resplendent as Paris. It is

sophisticated and bright, with its limestone

architecture and glittering lights; the romance of

the city alone seemed to put him out of place.

Here was an indifferent man of science imbibing

in a culture of arts, a clash between the aloof

and debonair.

Though his eyes were astute and narrow, I could

discern a hollowness behind them. Now, they

were grey and watery with a troubling aura but I

imagined that not long ago they were bright and

blue like a clear sky. I wondered where all his

passion had gone, or whether he had had any in

the first place. As a writer, my own passion

burned hot like a stove; it allowed me to skip

meals without concern and gave my toil meaning.

Hearing the doctor’s sober account of his

towering success beset me; I swapped my wine

for scotch and continued listening. 

“The world we occupy is a cruel one,” said Rollins.

“To bestow such an acute medical capacity in

me, and yet fail to give me a desire to pursue it.

Surely the universe offers nothing but a random

and sour fate.”

“And you think Paris will help you escape this?”

“Not escape, but at least postpone.” He gave a

small chuckle and emptied his drink.

He spoke like a gentleman, articulate and

educated and smiling. The words he verbalized

however were steeped in cynicism and regret.

Like a dog’s meow or the bark of a kitten, the

speech that came out of Rollin’s thin lips did not

match the tone with which he delivered them.

“Who am I to command such gifts? Why must a

man who cares neither for wealth nor intellect

bare the responsibility of both, and each to the

utmost?” 
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I looked back at Rollins as he began speaking

again. 

“If you do something that you despise long enough,

you become good at it. Or, in my case, you

become the best at it. This is a tragedy I have no

desire to continue.”

He paused, looking at me as if deciding whether

to continue revealing himself.

“I’ve come to Paris to try and live on my own terms,

for the very first time in my life. Too long now I

have fulfilled the dreams and ambitions of others,

and this seems very stupid for someone praised

constantly for their intellect.” 

Only when the bartender refilled our tumblers did I

realize how late it was and just how much we had

drunk.

“You’ve done it because you could,” I replied. “You

should know that in no way does that make you a

martyr. The people who aspire to great things

usually don’t have anywhere near the capability for

it. Ambition is too often mistaken for intellect, and

vigor for competence.”

Then it was my turn to empty my drink. Nearby, the

bartender stacked dirty chairs on top of clean

tables. A cigarette hung loosely in the corner of his

mouth. I watched the smoke float toward a

hanging lightbulb where it danced for a moment

before continuing upwards into darkness. 

"The people who aspire to

great things usually don’t have

anywhere near the capability

for it. Ambition is too often

mistaken for intellect, and

vigor for competence.”



The empty bottle shattered with a crash when the

bartender tossed it in the garbage, as if hinting

that our evening had ended. 

“The passionless life I’ve led proved all the more

unbearable because I knew I had no equal,”

continued Rollins. “It was impossible to tell if

those who sought my affection wanted to know

me for me, or to gain access to my wealth.”

My lips tightened upon hearing this, thinking what

a privilege it must be to have too much wealth,

too much acclaim in a world like this. I thought of

what fate had reserved for me in comparison: a

modest allowance and position, a reasonable wit,

a steady passion, and no such longing for change

as Rollins had. 

Rollins had no desire for wealth, fame or legacy

and yet they were his. He was not an emotional

man — instead, logical and calculating — yet he

yearned for feeling and sentiment. Any depth of

emotion to Rollins was wholly inexplicable. He

had money to last several lifetimes over and felt

that he had fulfilled more than his share of

obligations to the medical world. The time had

come for Rollins to cease fixing problems of

strangers and begin to pursue his own devices.

Though he had no set plan, in his eyes it was time

for a radical change.

“Since arriving, all I’ve done is walk the streets

and drink cheap liquor and sample the brothels,”

said Rollins. “I settled into a vulgar and cheap flat

with rats in the floorboards and filth on the walls,

and I really quite like it.”

He described all this matter-of-factly, as if

diagnosing a terminal illness. His handsome

features looked austere, and his eyes flickered

with purpose for the first time this evening. In

meeting his gaze I felt a certain commiseration

with him.

“I want to cultivate an ordinary life — but a mean

one. As simple as the lives the masses of 
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humanity lead, to see what I have been missing.”

Rollins’ unique successes had long sheltered him

from the callousness of ordinary life, and his keen

perception allowed him to recognize this. From

his position, he understood something that most

people never have the opportunity to understand:

everybody believes that they want to stand apart

from the crowd, to act as a protagonist on the

world stage, but nobody considers just how

alienating that stage can be.

Part of what helps you and I fall asleep at night is

the realization that we are just like everyone else.

There is a comfort in sameness, a convenience of

relatability and kinship. Most people forget about

their tendency to blend in, to be an

interchangeable part of a whole. That people are

not so different is a fact too often taken for

granted. Superior achievement deprived Rollins of

each of these quiet sources of solace, and he had

come to Paris in search of them.

“Well, Rollins, here’s your chance to make a life of

your choosing. You may find that life, when it fails

to provide rare blessings in great abundance, can

be rather objectionable.”

“Ah, but it is exactly this that I seek! I long to join

the crowds of men who could merely do what their

fathers and fathers’ fathers have done, to trace an

outline that has been traced before. It is a quiet

life I seek, and that is all I expect for myself here in

Paris.”

Excited, he stood up from the bar and walked

outside. I followed him. Storm clouds had formed

overhead. Both of us by now were a little the

worse for liquor but the conversation had become

as invigorating as the cold air.

For the first time I saw Rollins standing upright. He

was tall with an athletic build, his broad shoulders

complimenting his strong jawline and barrel chest.

In every measure he appeared to be someone who

would struggle to blend in regardless of his 



profession. 

Of all the things that he could have poured his

ambition into, he seemed determined to lead a

quiet and ordinary existence, and this I found

admirable. He seemed to know what he wanted

for perhaps the first time in his life. At the very

least, he knew what he did not want, and I’ve

always found this to be just as necessary. 

Rollins had the unusual luxury of dropping into a

mean existence by choice, as well as the option

to float out of it on a moment’s notice. For a man

who had the world at his fingertips, I found his

pursuit of a quiet life noble.

“I do not pretend to be wise,” he said as he

looked up at the night sky. “But I have learned to

pay close attention. Everyone I’ve ever met

seemed to want what I had attained so easily.

And I, in turn, wanted what they did not even

know they had.”

I gave him a sidelong glance, curious as to what

he meant. I felt my eyebrows raise.

“And what is it that nobody seems to know they

have?”   
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“What I find most tragic about

human beings is that they

seldom notice when they are

happy.”

Rollins stood there, silent and gazing upwards.

Stars poked through clouds. Cold rain began

falling from the sky. I opened my umbrella and I

saw that Rollins did not have one. Rain drops

peppered his face. He continued looking at the

sky for a short while longer before he spoke. 

“What I find most tragic about human beings is

that they seldom notice when they are happy.”

Smiling and drunk, the most intelligent man I’ve

ever known walked off into the wet and cold

Paris night, in search of obscurity.

I can only assume that he found it. 

R A I N  ( S O U R C E :  U N S P L A S H )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBzG0tD2RmA&ab_channel=Jean-LucIchard
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expat diaries

By Phil Rosen

ON THE WAY TO THE CAFE I ALWAYS WALKED 

slow. Slow enough to look upwards at the curved

steel adorning each balcony window above my

head, but still quick enough to keep the morning

chill out of my bones and the wind on my back. A

more relaxed pace ensured I stayed upright on

the misaligned cobblestone, too. When a bike or

scooter would drive by, the repeated thwack-

thwack-thwack of the wheels atop the

cobblestone always made me concerned about

persons bound to wheelchairs, walking sticks, or

an unlucky night in high-heels.

In passing strangers on my way, I’d let out the

occasional hola. I never stopped to chat beyond

a single word because, after this greeting, my 

Spanish ran out quickly. Luckily, smiling works in

any language, and this I’ve become quite decent

at. Passersby always return my smile with one of

their own, as do the waiters and waitresses who

speak not a word of English.

The buildings of Madrid all appear as if they had

been dipped in a bucket of pastels — pastel yellow

and pastel pink, light green and baby turquoise.

Beneath the coloring is architecture that, long

ago, seemed to have been designed as if it were

art, and as if it mattered. Elaborate patterns and

statues with poignant facial expressions built right

into the walls give onlookers the pleasant option of

admiring either the details or the composition as a

whole.

   

T A B L E  F O R  O N E  ( S O U R C E :  U N S P L A S H )
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All the buildings in the area more or less fit this description except

for mine. My own building resembled something of a gray blotch on

an otherwise sunny and colorful street, the lone gap in the rainbow

reserved for poor university students, starving artists, and hack

writers. Like myself, most of my neighbors within the complex fit into

all three categories at once. At the very least, the building opposite

mine looked right at home in Madrid — pastel pink, a sparse and

sober Baroque design, surrounded by cobblestone — and this view

was all mine from the comfort of my gray, unfurnished balcony.

I had arrived in Madrid, Spain some weeks prior yet I’d already made

a strict habit of going to Café Libre each morning. It took me ten

minutes to walk there; if I were in the states, the two-legged

commute would have only taken five, but no one speed-walks in

Madrid. 

Upon my arrival each day at 9:15AM, I’d sit down at a small and old

table for one, immediately next to the shop window. I open my

notebook and pull my pen out with a long, slow movement,

apprehensive to revisit my work from the previous day. 

The cacophony of sounds inside the shop settles me; the whizzing of

the espresso machine; the quiet, Spanish chatter of the surrounding

patrons; the slurping sound of a young boy sampling hot chocolate

for the first time. Old-fashioned electric light bulbs hang from the

ceiling like icicles, only the glow they emit is warm rather than cold. 

Once I acclimate to this familiar café in this foreign city, then comes

my chance to humble myself with broken Spanish in front of Ameron,

a suave and mustachioed barista whose very presence exuded

friendliness. In my series of visits thus far, I’m happy to call him

something of a friend. Once he found out I was not only an expat but

a writer, Ameron never shied away from giving me a café au lait on

the house. (I was not usually one to take milk in my coffee, but rarer

still would I ever turn down anything offered on the house). 

On the days I did pay for my coffee, it cost a meager €1.30; since

tipping is not common, I always felt richer upon my leaving than

arriving.

For barely one-third the price of an American coffee, I’d spend

several hours writing in Café Libre, engage in pleasantries with a

good and gentlemanly Spanish chap, and watch locals go about their

day seemingly without rush or anxiety. It didn’t hurt that literary

figures such as Hemingway and Miguel de Cervantes mucked about

in Madrid in their times, too. All this added up to a charming,

productive milieu for a young and untested writer like myself. 
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Ameron kept a particularly keen eye on my table. He

seemed to find intrigue in watching me sit there and

grapple with my thoughts. “Señor, what are you

writing?” Ameron would ask. 

“Nothing, really…” and my voice would fade away,

leaving the sentence and conversation hanging,

incomplete like the story in my notebook. 

 

This was my most common answer, because it was most

commonly true. Before me on the small and wooden

table was a scrawled page with some incoherent

attempt at a story, a poor rendition of art. The prose

lacked character, and my characters lacked wit and

mettle. Though I was putting words on paper, in that

shop rarely would I write anything good, but it was

good practice and a good discipline. 

Sometimes, on what I called ‘good’ days, I would reply

to Ameron’s inquiry — “Señor, What are you writing?” — 

 more excitedly: “Everything, really.” 

When I first sit down to write, I never know if it’s a good

day. Good days, for writing, come to me only after a

string of crummy-to-mediocre days. It feels like

depositing a series of down-payments for an investment

in the future. When those good days do come, however,

they are certainly good and unquestionably worth a

string of crummy days. 

The habit of writing in itself (not to mention Ameron’s

affable nature) made those trips to Café Libre

worthwhile, and I continued them for the duration of

my time in Madrid. 

I remember the discipline only, not the words that

sprang from it. 

In place of the words, instead I remember

conversations with Ameron, the cobblestone roads, the

pastel buildings that stood out against the blue, clear

sky. The life I lived in Madrid gave me the material

which I had sought then to put on the page. 

At the time I could not realize I was attempting to

write first and live later, rather than the opposite. Now,

as I write this, a great deal of time has passed since I

departed from Madrid and bid adiós to Ameron. The

details stand out fresh and clear like foliage after a

good rain. Part of this stems from a longing for what

once was, a desire to recreate pleasant times with a

pen; but, mostly, I failed to write about Madrid while I

was in Madrid because putting the cart before the

horse is neither wise nor productive.    

   

It was a pleasant and long and good time that I spent

each morning at my table for one, and yet to this day I

am confident I wrote nothing worth revisiting. 
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